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Revision history
Revision history
Table 1 on page 2 contains the revision history of this document.

Product description
EMC® NetWorker® PowerSnap™ Module for Symmetrix DMX™ version 2.5 is an
integrated EMC solution for backing up and restoring data stored on a
Symmetrix® system. The software integrates third-party snapshots, or
point-in-time (PiT) copies of data, within the NetWorker traditional backup and
recovery framework. Combined with NetWorker, PowerSnap performs instant
backup and assures rapid recovery of data.

Once the NetWorker software is configured to support PowerSnap operations, you
can perform backups. You can schedule a PowerSnap backup through the
NetWorker Management Console’s NetWorker Administration interface, or
perform the backup manually from the command line. The PowerSnap Module
and NetWorker software creates file indexes from PiT copies, just as with save sets.

Through the use of a heterogeneous proxy client, PowerSnap performs
high-performance image backups in the form of a file-logical image backup (FLIB).
Data is read in units of disk blocks which circumvent the file system and logical
volume manager layers.

Instant recoveries require significantly less time in which to recover the mounted
PiT copies. There is little impact to the application server or the network.

New features and changes
This section contains compatibility and new feature information.

New and enhanced features
NetWorker PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix DMX version 2.5 includes the
following new or enhanced features:

◆ Support for VMware array-based snapshots

◆ Support for NetWorker deduplication of file systems and modules

◆ Security upgrades to synchnronize with NetWorker

Software
compatibility

The EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide on Powerlink® at
http://Powerlink.EMC.com provides details on the operating system releases
that this PowerSnap Module supports with specific server, database, and
NetWorker software releases.

Table 1 Revision description

Revision Date Description

A01 April 1, 2009 First release of the product.
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Fixed problems and changes
Sunset notifications There are no versions that will end of life (EOL) with this version of the software.

Fixes Fixes made since version 2.4 SP3.

Fixed problems and changes
This section provides a list of the major bug fixes implemented in this PowerSnap
Module:

◆ When you contact Customer Service about an issue, use the “LGTpa” or
“LGTsc” prefixed issue number listed in this section for Customer Service.

◆ When you search for an issue in Powerlink, use the “pssym” suffixed issue
number listed for Issue Tracker. For example, rather than LGTsc12345, search
for 12345pssym.

Note: The most up-to-date product issues for the Symmetrix DMX SCM are detailed online
in the EMC Issue Tracker available on the Powerlink website: http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

Hot fixes NetWorker PowerSnap Module hot fixes are obtainable at:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/PowerSnap/PS24_Patches/

Raw volumes PowerSnap requires that the rawvol directive is not set. If it is set, then
BRC_CONDIR_SAVE will save the entire volume. For NetWorker raw volume
backups, the rawvol directive is configured (set); for PowerSnap it is not set.

Fixed defects This section contains defects that have been fixed or otherwise remedied.

PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin snapshot query fails if a client short name is used (LGTpa85845)
nsrsnapadmin queries can fail if a client short name or client long name is not
entered into the Aliases list for the client.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

◆ Use the client long name in nsrsnapadmin queries.

◆ Manually enter the client long name in client aliases attribute of the NetWorker
Client resource. Use the NMC to perform this operation.

Solution:

This defect was fixed in code.

Applying retention is taking too long (LGTpa95222)
Backups are slow due to the application of the retention time section of the
PowerSnap backup through the NetWorker Management Console (NMC). This is
due to the continued storage of many old snapshots that do not have a BCV
associated with them. For the cause of this defect, see NetWorker version 7.3
limitation LGTpa89000.
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Fixed problems and changes
Solution:

This defect was fixed in code.

NetWorker Management Console (NMC) shows two save sets in Group Details for same save set
(LGTsc05824)

Following a successful instant backup, NMC’s Group Details shows two save sets
listed for the same save set when only one save set should be listed.

Solution:

This defect has been fixed in code.

Notes:

◆ The resolution requires NetWorker release 7.5 or later, and PowerSnap version
2..5 or later.

◆ The NMC Group Details panel will include one line for save set "powersnap,"
which represents the complete PowerSnap savegroup.

When using NetWorker Management Console with PowerSnap involving multiple save sets, a failed
save set is not listed in the Group Details window (LGTsc07030)

When performing a FLIB-type backup of multiple save sets, if one of the save sets
fails, the savegrp status shows as failed, but the failed save set is not listed in the
NMC Group Details window. Also, the message field in the group details window
for the successful save sets show a failure error, which is misleading.

Solution:

This defect has been resolved in PowerSnap version 2.5 or later.

FLIR-type recover using a mirror using BCV fails late if extra VDEV paired with STD (LGTsc11671)
If a FLIR-type recover using a mirror (BCV) is attempted, while one or more of the
affected STDs is paired with a VDEV, the restore will fail. The failure occurs when
the attempt is made to restore the BCV to the STD. Additionally, the BCVs may be
left in the restored or locked state. Any BCVs left in the restored state must be
manually split, while the locked BCVs must be manually unlocked using symdev
-lock release.

Solution:

This defect was fixed in code.

On LInux platform (specific), invalid arguments force nsrsnapadmin to exit (LGTsc18256)
LINUX system calls used by nsrsnapadmin can corrupt memory and may cause
snapshots to be deleted when an invalid argument is encountered. For the
PowerSnap 2.5 release, nsrsnapadmin will exit when it encounters an invalid
argument to prevent possible snapshot deletion. The -v option for the Linux
operating system is considered an invalid option. Consecutive calls of the print (p)
command will also result in an invalid argument and cause nsrsnapadmin to exit.

WARNING

All [-v] options below are invalid for Linux operating systems. Use of the [-v]
option will cause nsrsnapadmin to exit.
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Environment and system requirements
For example:
ledma111:/usr/sbin> nsrsnapadmin -s ledmb102 -c ledma111
nsrsnapadmin>
Valid commands:
p [-s server] [-c client] [-v] [path] (Print all snapshots: -v to print
snapid)
d [-s server] [-c client] [-v] -S ssid [or -S "ssid ssid ..."] (Delete
snapshots: -v is verbose)
b [-s server] [-c client] -S ssid [or -S "ssid ssid ..."] [-M proxy_client]
[-v] (Backup snapshots to tape: -v is verbose)
R [-s server] [-c client] [-v] -S ssid [-t destination] [-M proxy_client]
[-T recover_host] -m path (Saveset restore: -v is verbose)
B [-s server] [-c client] [-Fv] -S ssid [-M proxy_client] -m path (Rollback:
-v is verbose)
r [-s server] [-c client] [-M proxy_client] [-T recover_host] -S ssid (file
by file restore)
e time [-s server] [-c client] [-v] -S ssid [or -S "ssid ssid ..."] (Reset
expiration time for snapshots: -v is verbose)
q (Exit program)
server=ledmb102 proxy_client=ledma111.lss.emc.com client=ledma111,
nsrsnapadmin> p -v
25123:nsrsnapadmin:Invalid arguments
3:nsrsnapadmin:Exiting nsrsnapadmin

Workaround:

A meaningful error message will be issued with the attempted use of the -v option.
Any attempt to use the -v option will cause nsrsnapadmin to exit.

Solution:

This defect was fixed in code. The fix prevents Linux users from using the -v
option. Upon opening the nsrsnapadmin command line interface, Linux users are
notified that the -v option is invalid. Any commands utilizing the -v option cause
nsrsnapadmin to exit.

Note:

Linux specific: using the –v (verbose) option for any nsrsnapadmin command
could produce unexpected results. In SP2 this option was disabled for Linux.

On Linux platform (specific), subsequent nsrsnapadmin subcommands may fail (LGTsc19986)
Subsequent nsrsnapadmin subcommands may fail with the error “invalid
argument.”

Solution:

This defect was fixed in code.

Environment and system requirements
The latest software and hardware installation requirements are published in the
SCG, available at http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

Backward
compatibility

NetWorker PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix version 2.5 is backward
compatible. Backups created with PowerSnap Module 2.x can be recovered to a
PowerSnap Module 2.5 client.

Japanese operating
system versions

PowerSnap for nonimage (traditional) backup and recovery workflows are
compatible with Japanese versions of Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, and Microsoft
Windows.
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Known problems and limitations
For these workflows, PowerSnap accommodates non-ASCII characters for the
following:

◆ Full path of PowerSnap parameter file (for example, the symm.res file)
◆ Save set name

PowerSnap image-based backup and recovery workflows support only the use of
7-bit ASCII filenames and paths, therefore image-based backup and recover
workflows are not supported in localized environments which have non-ASCII
characters in paths and filenames.

Container and
zones support

The PowerSnap Module does not support container/zones on Solaris 10 operating
system servers. There is no support for ZFS operating system environments at all.

Known problems and limitations
These sections list known problems, defects, and general limitations for
PowerSnap Module version 2.5.

General limitations Listed here are limitations that do not have a defect assigned to them.

AIX extended file
attributes

With AIX extended file attributes, both version 1 and version 2 (EAv1 and EAv2)
extended file attributes are supported.

Note: Selection of EAv1 and EAv2 format is an option provided by smit when creating new
file systems on AIX version 5.3 or later. However, the only form of extended file attributes
that are supported PowerSnap version 2.5 is AIX classic ACLs. If a file with an invalid
extended attribute version type or nonclassic ACL is encountered during backup, an error
results and backup fails.

AIX bad block
reallocation flag

AIX volumes that have the “Bad Block Reallocation” flag set are not supported.
The Bad Block Reallocation option must not be set to true with the smit utility
when creating AIX logical volumes that later are used for production. The Bad
Block Reallocation option can also be changed for an existing volume if not
previously set. Since PowerSnap FLIB-based backups discover the logical volume
map first, and then later split the underlying Symmetrix disks, there is a remote
chance that the map could become invalid due to Bad Block Reallocation that the
volume manager had done in between the mapping and the split.

Backup and recoveries do not have this limitation.

Note: The bad-block reallocation flag on a volume can be changed after creation.

AIX and PowerPath Unlike other PowerSnap image-based backup for other supported platforms
(namely Solaris, HP and Microsoft Windows), PowerSnap image-backup for AIX
JFS2 can use PowerPath to be installed on the client systems to allow for
FLIR-based restores. FLIR-based restores may fail if PowerPath is not installed on
client systems because AIX, by default, establishes exclusive reservations on any
Symmetrix disks that are part of any active volume group on the system, which
prevent other hosts from accessing those disks (for read or write).
EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5 Release Notes



Known problems and limitations
For FLIR-based restores, the data mover needs to have simultaneous access to the
client’s primary Symmetrix standard volume, so that it can restore file data
directly to it. To do so, PowerPath can be installed. PowerPath automatically
establishes group reservations for active Symmetrix disks on AIX. These group
reservations can then be joined from other hosts to allow shared access.

As AIX takes exclusive ownership of its devices and PowerSnap FLIR restores
require the device to shared to another system, this presents a problem. There are
three solutions in total:

1. Install PowerPath. This has built-in functionality to allow sharing of devices.

2. Use MPIO (multi-path I/O). If you choose this method, it will be necessary to
turn off SCSI reservations on devices that need to be shared. (see AIX lsattr and
chdev commands to modify the reserve_policy attribute setting it to
no_reserve).

3. Use FLIR with RESTORE_TO_MIRROR=TRUE.

Sparse files As with the existing versions of PowerSnap image-based backup and restore for
Solaris, HP-UX and Windows, PowerSnap for AIX JFS2 will not support backup
and restore of sparse files (files with holes). PowerSnap detects files with holes,
however, and backups fail if one is encountered. Because of the architecture for file
data and file metadata storage in AIX JFS2, there is no mechanism for PowerSnap
to determine that a file is sparse until a hole is encountered when processing file
data extents.

The following sections describe known problems in the PowerSnap Module
software for PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix version 2.5.

PowerSnap and
SnapImage

Do not install the PowerSnap Module software and SnapImage Module software
on the same server. The sync drivers of the two products are incompatible and
cannot run in the same environment. This limitation is covered in LGTpa45484.”.

Known problems for
version 2.5

The following sections describe known problems in the PowerSnap Module
software for PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix version 2.5.

AES Encryption-related defects

AES Encryption does not operate properly on a Microsoft Windows-based host with a Solaris
(heterogeneous) proxy client (LGTsc25876)

AES Encryption is not supported for PowerSnap image-based backup and
recovery (FLIB and FLIR) operations with a Microsoft Window-based client. AES
Encryption can only be performed by using traditional PowerSnap backup and
recovery methods in a homogeneous environment.

Backup-related defects

Microsoft Windows 2008 backups fail unless the nsr_strict_sync option variable is used LGTsc24160)
Microsoft Windows 2008 platform (proxy client and client) backups of CLARiiON
clones fail unless the nsr_strict_sync variable is set to NO.

Workaround:

Set the nsr_strict_sync variable to NO.
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Known problems and limitations
Recovery-related limitations

On 64-bit Linux-based platforms, a raw device restore changes the ownership (LGTsc24413)
A PowerSnap restore of a block-device path, such as /dev/sdk5, changes the
ownership of the block device from the NMO/Oracle user (non-root user) to
“root”. As a result, the “root” user can restore the file, but the NMO/Oracle user
can not recover the data. The recovery fails with a permission issue. This problem
occurs with restore-from-PIT or restore-from-tape.

Workaround:

After the restore, perform the following steps:

1. Become root.

su - root

2. Change ownership of the block-device path.

chown <NMO/Oracle user> /dev/sdk5

3. Become NMO/Oracle user.

su - <NMO/Oracle user>

4. Run the recovery.

NetWorker-related defects

Error in creating the file: “/nsr/debug\fragmax” (LGTsc22935)
The following message may be seen in the brc log during a snapshot backup,
“There was an error in creating the file: “/nsr/debug\fragmax.”

Workaround:

This error is harmless and should be ignored.

Conditions for relabeling a volume by using NMC (LGTsc23033)
Due to the limitations and conditions for the solution to LGTpa85149, which is a
NetWorker release 7.5 client-based solution that allows for the relabeling of a
volume with the NetWorker Management Console (NMC), it has been determined
that there are two steps to perform before a volume may be relabled by using
NMC. These steps are:

1. Include the NMC server in the PowerSnap client's "servers" file, so that this
client has the privileges necessary to start nsrsnapck on that host.

2. Create a tmp directory in the install location of the NMC server. By default,
this location is /opt/LGTOnmc on UNIX and C:\Program
Files\Legato\Management\GST on Microsoft Windows.

With a raw datafile (NetWorker application module) and AES Encryption feature enabled backup, AES
ASM is never applied (LGTsc23846)

With a NetWorker application module with PowerSnap backup of a raw
partition/datafile with the AES Encryption feature enabled, a restore without a
valid key is successful. It has been found that the AES ASM is not applied during a
raw backup. Raw partition/datafile backups with NetWorker application modules
are therefore not supported.

Workaround:
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Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
There is no workaround.

LDM-related defects

Logical Disk Manager (LDM) and Windows 2008: PowerSnap supports only simple volume
configuration (LGTsc23272)

Windows 2008 and LDM will only work with a simple volume configuration.

Workaround:

Use only simple volume configuration with Windows 2008 and LDM.

Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
The following sections describe known problems in the PowerSnap Module
software for PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix prior to version 2.5 and how to
work around these problems:

◆ Heterogeneous image backup limitations ........................................................... 33
◆ FLIR using a mirror limitations............................................................................. 34
◆ FLIR using a mirror troubleshooting.................................................................... 35
◆ Installation limitations ............................................................................................ 35
◆ Regression limitations............................................................................................. 35
◆ PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin-related limitations.................................................... 36
◆ Snapshot limitations................................................................................................ 37
◆ Backup limitations................................................................................................... 40
◆ Recovery limitations ............................................................................................... 48
◆ NetWorker-related limitations .............................................................................. 55

Heterogeneous image backup-related limitations
This section describes limitations in heterogeneous (Solaris) data mover image
backups with the PowerSnap software.

Image (FLIB/FLIR) backup and recover operations fail for VxFS version 6 (the
default layout for version 4.0 and 4.3), while traditional backup and recover
operations work for VxFS layout 6 (layouts 4 and 5 are fine for
traditional/FLIB/FLIR operations). Layout 6 is “large files.” As the file system
layout is not downgradeable (from vxupgrade man page), add the following
switch to the mkfs command:

-o version=5

Although not often found, sparse files (with holes) are not supported by image
backup or recovery (FLIB-and-FLIR-type backup and recovery). Sparse files are
sometimes found in a temporary table space for an RMAN-type backup. If an
image backup encounters a sparse file, that backup will fail.

Symbolic links will cause the link to be backed up, but not the target. Image
backups do not follow links. Recovery of symbolic links with FLIR will create a
link that was in place at backup time without regard to the target of the link.

Device nodes (all block and character special files) are not supported for backup or
recovery with image backups if they are encountered in a file system being backed
up. Devices nodes are to be specified for use as raw volumes.
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Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
Hard links are supported by image backups, but FLIR does not support the
recovery of hard links. Any FLIR attempt that encounters a hard link fails.

The clients target file systems is to be mounted at the start of file-based recovery.
The client target file systems are to be unmounted at the start of a raw volume
recovery.

The recovery unmounts the file systems of the database server during the entire
recovery process including all data movement until the recovery is complete.

Recoveries of files using FLIR perform best if all files exist and are of the correct
size as those being recovered.

A recovery destination that is a partition or logical volume must exist prior to the
recovery and must be of a size that is equal to or greater than the backup size.

Recovery fallback does not always work. A fallback occurs if a request is made for
an unsupported configuration, at which time that-type will be skipped and the
next type will be tried.

Incremental backups cannot be recovered by using FLIR.

Sequencing of files within a save set will not be optimized.

On all supported platforms, FLIB-type backup of files and directories fail if they
have file and directory names that contain:

◆ Extended ASCII characters

Extended ASCII characters are often used in French and Spanish.

Note: Some extended ASCII characters that are not symbol-related may display
properly.

◆ Unicode characters

Unicode characters are often used in Asian languages.

Note: The PowerSnap Module does not support Unicode characters.

A traditional (non FLIB-type) backup of the same file or directory operates
properly.

FLIR using a mirror-related limitations
With FLIR using a mirror, VxFS 4.0 and 4.3 file system layout 6 is not supported.

Layout 6 is “large files.” As the file system layout is not downgradeable (from
vxupgrade man page), add the following switch to the mkfs command:

-o version=5

FLIR using a mirror troubleshooting
The following are troubleshooting points of FLIR using a mirror:

◆ FLIR using a mirror is a recovery of a full BCV, similar to a rollback.

◆ With the FLIR using a mirror of a file system, ensure that any other file systems
on the same device are unmounted.
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Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
◆ For a recovery of a raw volume, ensure there are no file systems mounted on
the volume.

◆ Ensure there is not more than one synchronized mirror before the start of the
recovery, or it fails.

The recovery stops if a synchronized mirror is detected. This occurs at the end
of the recovery. The best practice is to ensure that there are not BCVs/VDEVs
established.

SYNC_FROM_MIRROR=FALSE is not being honored (LGTsc20125)
When using the nsrsnap_recover command, SYNC_FROM_MIRROR=FALSE is
not honored. When SYNC_FROM_MIRROR=FALSE is set, the STDs and BCVs are
not left split after recovering to the BCV only. The STDs and BCVs are
re-synchronized, which destroys the restored data on the BCV.

Workaround:

Add SYMM_ON_DELETE=RELEASE_RESOURCE to the nsrsnap_recover
command. This will force the STDs and BCVs to not resynchronize.

Installation-related limitations
This section provides information on defects relating to the installation process.

The nsrpsd service/daemon is not started by NetWorker script (HP-UX 11i platform) (LGTpa85161)
On a single-node (application and data mover on same host) HP-UX 11i computer,
nsrpsd is not started following installation of the module by the NetWorker script.
Starting NetWorker does not start nsrpsd either.

Workaround:

Following the startup of NetWorker, run “/sbin/init.d/nsrps start” or manually
start nsrpsd at the command line.

Partial Solution:

This defect has been partially resolved in PowerSnap version 2.5 or later. The
PowerSnap daemon, nsrpsd, will be started on installation of PowerSnap if
nsrexecd is already running. However it is still not automatically started when
NetWorker is started.

Regression-related limitations
This section describes regression limitations.

Dependencies are not checked while uninstalling packages (LGTpa76613)
Dependencies are not checked while uninstalling the LGTOpsag.pkg (PowerSnap
Module Agent) package. For example, when installing package lgtopseg.pkg and
lgtopssc.pkg without installing the lgtopsag.pkg; uninstall the package
lgtopsag.pkg after all packages have been installed. The package is removed
successfully without an error message displayed. The dependencies should be
checked while uninstalling the packages.
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Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
Homogeneous PowerSnap backup fails after data is written to tape (LGTpa78452)
A traditional homogeneous PowerSnap backup fails when the Snapshot policy is
serverless (1, 0, day, all) or PiT, rollover (1, 1, day, all). The failure occurs after the
data has been written to tape. But, the backup is successful if the policy is PiT only
(1, 1, day, none).

The cause of the problem is related to the way the environment is configured:

◆ Multiple BCV copies of the STD are available on the data mover (proxy client)
host.

◆ VERITAS VxVM is running on the data mover, for example, BCV1 and BCV2
have been established and split to the same STD. Both BCV1 and BCV2 are
visible to the data mover.

During a homogeneous backup using BCV1, BCV2 (other than BCV1) cannot
be imported or mounted on the data mover because PowerSnap uses vxdg -C.
import dgname.

A similar problem will be seen during an instant recovery if:

◆ Both STD and its BCV copies are visible by the data mover.

◆ VxVM is in use on the data mover. You will see files available for recovery that
are not those you backed up.

Workaround:

Use vxdisk offline diskname to change the vxdisk status before the backup.

PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin-related limitations
This section describes PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin command-related limitations.

With nsrsnapadmin, save set recovery of a deep directory fails (LGTsc06826)
PowerSnap limits the number of characters (996 characters) that may be permitted
within a path name. This is due to PowerSnap adding characters to provide a
mount point for the device and path which could exceed the operating system
limitation.

Workarounds:

Perform one of the following workarounds:

◆ Use paths no longer than 996 characters.

◆ Use a conventional NetWorker restore of the data.

◆ Use a “rollback” from a PIT backup.

Snapshot- related
limitations

Symmetrix locks not being released after volume being relabelled (LGTsc11620)
After performing PiT creation and rollover to tape, relabeling a NetWorker volume
containing snap data, and metadata, does not release the Symmetrix locks. The
subsequent PowerSnap backups fail with a “not enough resources” error. The
Symmetrix locks should be released when the volume is relabelled or a volume is
deleted.
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Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
Subsequent backups will fail unless the locks required to be released are identified
and, once the correct one has been identified, released. There could be more locks
then just the ones from the PowerSnap backups, and wrong locks could be selected
to be released.

Workaround:

Manually run nsrsnapck –s backup server.

Once the standard and VDEV/BCV/Clone pairing is terminated, the restore
should be able to be run successfully.

Snapshot backup for multiple file systems failed on Microsoft Windows 2000 and 2003 (LGTsc11640 and
LGTpa96621)

Snapshot backups using PowerSnap for Symmetrix and Microsoft Windows 2000
and 2003 fail when multiple file systems on a single disk are backed up. Multiple
file systems on a single disk is not a recommended configuration of the proxy host.

Workaround:

Run only one file system in snapshot backups with Microsoft Windows 2000 and
2003. Multiple file system partitions on the same disk is not supported by
PowerSnap.

Snapshot restore fails with file already exists error message (LGTsc15318)
NetWorker Module for Oracle snapshots fails with a “file already exists” error
message. If the tablespace is taken offline, and all the files in the file system are
deleted, the restore succeeds.This error may be reproduced with these steps:

1. Create a striped volume across two disks by using VERITAS VxVm.
2. Create a single tablespace with about 200 files.
3. Create a snapshot policy 10, day, all.
4. Perform a backup.
5. Perform a restore, which fails with and existing file error.

Workaround:

1. Take the tablespace offline.
2. Remove all the files.
3. Perform a recovery.

Snapshot management: When retention is applied, only a few save sets are affected (LGTsc19519)
Only some of the applicable save sets created with NMO, PowerSnap, and
NetWorker are affected by the Retention policy when snapshots are created.

For example, when a tablespace is created with eight datafiles and the savegroup
is backed up over time, only some of the applicable save sets are deleted based on
the Retention policy.

The undeleted save sets may be verified through the NetWorker Management
Console (NMC).

Workaround:

Perform the following steps:

1. Enable NMO catalog synchronization.

2. Use one of these commands on the non-required save sets:
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Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
• nsrmm -d -S save set ID
• nsrsnapck

Assertion/crash in nsrpsd when using device path in symm.res (LGTsc20465)
An assertion and/or crash may occur with nsrpsd (NetWorker service for
snapshot-related backup, recover and consistency checking) on all client platforms
when the /nsr/res/symm.res file contains no symmid for the device (STD) or
when using a device path.

For example:

[root@phenol logs]# cat /nsr/res/symm.res
/dev/sdt 1022 1023 1024
/dev/sdu 1025 1026 1027
Symmetrix volume group: dgs containing
Source devices: 1017 (/dev/sdt) und 1018 (/dev/sdu)
BCV'S: 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027
---
If we provide “<std id> <target id>” or “<symid>:<dev path> <target id>”
formats, then nsrpsd fails with no crash. The assertion is as follows:

--
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 49
[SnapCopySet.cpp 219] initSession for object /mns
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 58
[StorageStack.cpp 245] Devices /dev/sdu and /dev/sdu match
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 58
[StorageStack.cpp 245] Devices /dev/sdt and /dev/sdt match
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 49
[SnapCopySet.cpp 259] initSession: setId : vgsym1
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 51
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 135] Checking resource #0:
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 47
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 504] OS Dev : /dev/sdt
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 51
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 135] Checking resource #1:
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 47
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 504] OS Dev : /dev/sdu
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 60
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 142] Found resource for source disk
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 56
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 1300] Entering processResources
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 48
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 1317] Checking target :
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 41
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 486] Symm Id : ?
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 47
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 496] Symm Dev : 1025
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 46
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 1130] untagged target
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 82
[SymApiInterface.2.cpp 3016] LibSymDevSync : sym_rc:
SYMAPI_C_NULL_ARGUMENT_ERROR
passing null into one of the msg creation calls with msg id 59900
nsrpsd: lg_msg.c:1121: msg_structext_fillarglist: Assertion `tmp != ((void
*)0)' failed.
--

Workaround:

Use symm id:dev id format as follows:

<symm id>:<std id> <target id>

With PowerSnap and NetWorker application module, user does not have permissions, snapshot
backup successful (LGTpa96555)

A remote user creating a snapshot backup may see the following errors in the
daemon.log file while applying the retention policy:
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nsrd: Impersonation was requested by: “remoteuser@jupiter”, but the
user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.

nsrd: PowerSnap notice: Operation Requested for: backint:SAP:PS:

In this event, the backup is successful, and the previous snap set was deleted from
the storage array. The mmdb still shows the previous entry due to insufficient
permissions (the mmdb and the storage array will now be out of sync). Snap sets
may be deleted from the storage array when the user has insufficient privileges.

There are multiple scenarios where this behavior may occur:

◆ The user does not have enough permissions.
◆ There are no users for the particular host in User groups.
◆ Remote user is not in the Administrator/User groups list.

All these situations may lead to a discrepancy between the mmdb and the storage
array.

Workaround:

Provide enough permissions to the user taking backups.

Backup-related
limitations

This section describes PowerSnap backup limitations.

A traditional backup fails for multilevel directory (119 directories deep) (LGTsc02819)
A traditional backup (both serverless and PiT with rollover) fails when the file
system contains a deep level of directories. This is due to a 996 character path
limitation. Up to 275 directories will operate properly where the path maximum is
997 characters, a path with more than 997 characters will cause the backup to fail.

Workaround:

Keep path names less than 996 characters.

Delayed write failed message occurs multiple times (LGTsc07051)
On a Microsoft Windows proxy client, a pop-up message “Delayed Write Failed”
may appear for a traditional or image backup with a PiT, or PiT plus rollover
NetWorker policy. The message will contain the drive letter or volume name
followed by $Mft, for example, \\?\Volume()\$Mft. This is a specific Microsoft
warning message. Research indicates that disabling the disk caching feature is one
solution that may work for subsequent backups. For more information, refer to the
Microsoft Windows website informational database.

Workaround:

It is highly recommended to disable the disk caching feature and perform the
backup again if the “Delayed Write Failed” message appears.

Run 1-1-all on a non-snapshotable object displays error on NetWorker Management Console
graphical user interface (LGTsc09530)

When running a NetWorker Module snapshot or backup of a non-snapshotable
object, with a snapshot policy of 1-1-all, the NetWorker Management Console
incorrectly reports that the operation has failed, even though the backup was
successful, as seen in the mminfo output. The backup is recoverable.

When running a snapshot policy of 1-0-all, the problem does not appear.
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Note: When running a file system backup of a non-snapshotable object, it fails outright,
because the file system backup does not fallback to a regular save.

Workaround:

There is no workaround.

Solution:

This defect will not be fixed.

Backup is failing with a retention failure error (LGTsc11823)
Backups are failing with a retention failure error. When the backup runs the first
time, NetWorker retention is applied successfully and the backup is successful.
When the backup runs the second time, without labelling the device, the backup is
not successful and a retention error is issued.

Configuration and environment:

◆ Application host operating system: HP-UX 11.23
◆ Data mover/server: HP-UX 11.23
◆ NetWorker release: 7.4.x or 7.5.x
◆ Snapshot policy: 1/1/day/none
◆ Solution enabler: v 6.4.2 6
◆ Unmanaged setup
◆ Storage array: Symmetrix
◆ NetWorker Module for Oracle release 4.5 9
◆ Oracle 9.2.0.1.0

Scenario:

1. Created unmanaged file system on single disk.

2. Created five datafiles on single tablespace.

3. Take snapshot backup with policy 1/1/Day/None (With single BCV attached
to single STD).

4. Validate that backup is successful.

5. Started second time backup without labelling the device with same snapshot
policy. 5. Backup is failed with snap retention failure error.

6. Only one log (nsrsnapck) is created with error message.

Workarounds:

Perform one of the following workarounds.

Run nsrsnapck manually, then run the backup. The backup will be successful. (for
example, nsrsnapck -c application host -s data mover -y)

or

On the data mover client, make soft link for libsymapi64mt.sl at
/usr/lib/pa20_64/.

For example:

# ls -l /usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl lrwxr-xr-x 1 root sys 45 Nov 7 19:05
/usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl -> /opt/emc/SYMCLI/V6.4.2/shlib/libsymapi64mt.sl
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# ls -l /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl
not found

# ls -l /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsym* lrwxrwxrwx 1 root sys 23 Mar 22 2007
/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64.sl -> /usr/lib/libsymapi64.sl lrwxrwxrwx 1 root
sys 23 Mar 22 2007 /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymlvm64.sl ->
/usr/lib/libsymlvm64.sl

# ls -l /lib/libsymapi64mt.sl lrwxr-xr-x 1 root sys 45 Nov 7 19:05
/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl -> /opt/emc/SYMCLI/V6.4.2/shlib/libsymapi64mt.sl

# ls -l /usr/libsymapi64mt.sl /usr/libsymapi64mt.sl not found

# ln -s /usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl

# ls -l /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsym* lrwxrwxrwx 1 root sys 23 Mar 22 2007
/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64.sl -> /usr/lib/libsymapi64.sl lrwxrwxrwx 1 root
sys 25 Dec 5 20:43 /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl ->
/usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl lrwxrwxrwx 1 root sys 23 Mar 22 2007
/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymlvm64.sl -> /usr/lib/libsymlvm64.sl

#

VERITAS import fails when unused BCVs are available to the data mover (LGTsc11918)
If BCVs are manipulated outside of the PowerSnap software and these BCVs are
operating in a VERITAS configuration and these BCVs or VDEVs are visible to the
PowerSnap data mover, then PowerSnap can fail.

If any unused BCV copies of VxVM volume disks are visible to the data mover,
they would cause a VxVM import failure during the PowerSnap PiT backup of the
volume group. The VxVM software will look for VxVM disks during the import of
any volume group. The BCVs are in a SYNC state, and those that are in a
SYNC-in-prog state are treated as invalid disks.

Workaround:

Perform one of the following:

On a Solaris with Solaris setup with VxVM and STDs visible on the datamover,
remove the STDs (disks) from the VxVM disk list using vxdiskadm by choosing
option 17: Prevent multipathing/suppress devices from VxVM's view.

or

Adding an exclude path in the /etc/vx/vxvm.exclude file. This needs to be
performed after every reboot.

Multiple backups in Microsoft Windows 2008 cause failures (LGTsc20293)
Running multiple backups on the same devices, while making no changes to the
configuration, causes intermittent failures. This occurs when, in a Microsoft
Windows 2008 environment, several file systems are backed up, then, once this
backup is complete, another backup is started with no configuration changes.

Workaround:

There is no workaround.

Errors should be ignored after the pb_save step (LGTpa56770)
There may be errors after the pb_save() step is successful. Since the save set is
already registered with NetWorker server, these are recognized as soft errors and
the backup is reported successful. These errors can be found only in the BRC log
file and are not reported to NetWorker.

All errors after the pb_save() step are nonfatal errors. The backup should be
reported to savegrp as successful.
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No check before a backup that a BCV is visible to the proxy client (LGTpa63167)
The PowerSnap Module does not check before triggering a backup that a BCV is
visible to the proxy client. If there are BCVs defined, but are not visible to the
proxy client, the PowerSnap Module does not properly detect this and the backup
fails.

Workaround:

Ensure that all BCVs are visible to the proxy client before a backup.

The lcmap script may not discover all of the file systems on HACMP (LGTpa64701)
Using AIX 5.2, when the lcmap script retrieves logical volumes and file systems
from the local ODM database on HACMP, because ODM is not cluster aware,
changes made to one node are not propagated to other nodes in the cluster. Hence,
newly created file systems may not have ODM entries on the other nodes in the
cluster. This means that when a virtual client fails over to another node, save
groups do not back up the newly created file systems owned by the virtual client.
The savegroup completion reports a successful completion, because it reports on
the backup of file systems returned by the lcmap script.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

◆ When adding or subtracting logical volumes, export the modified volume
groups on all other nodes and reimport them so that each ODM database is
updated.

◆ Use the synclvodm command instead of exporting and importing volume
groups.

This is less intrusive.

To synchronize the device configuration database with the LVM information,
enter the following command as the root user:

synclvodm -v VGName

Where VGName is the name of the volume group to synchronize.

With a managed file system on AIX with inline logs, a backup fails in a two-node environment
(LGTpa65284)

A PiT backup of a managed JFS2 file system that uses inline logs in a two-node
environment fails when the snapshot is being mounted to the proxy client on AIX.
The failure is from fsck. The nsrsnapagent log shows:

FSCK Failed for device /dev/rlv05 with return code -256

which leads to a mount error:

The media is not formatted or the format is not correct.
The superblock is dirty

The same scenario with a local PowerSnap configuration is successful, and the
same scenario with a JFS2 file system with external logs in a two-node PowerSnap
configuration is successful.

With 287,000 files, backup fails after 146,000 files (LGTpa75698)
With a FLIB-type backup and Solaris (64-bit) data mover, a PowerSnap backup is
of file system /uman1,which has a directory in it with 287,000 files, starts. Shortly
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thereafter, an RPC communication error occurs and PowerSnap produces a core
file.

Workaround:

PowerSnap specifications allow for FLIB-type backups of larger files with a
maximum of about 1,000 files inclusive.

Backup should not be started if it is an unsupported configuration (LGTpa75759)
Certain types of backups (FLIB-type or traditional PowerSnap) are not possible,
because of an unsupported configuration. In these cases, PowerSnap should fail or
abort the backup with a proper error or usage message before the backup is
initiated.

For example, in a configuration with an HP-UX application host and a Solaris data
mover, if NSR_IMAGES_SAVE is set to NO or False, and a traditional PowerSnap
backup is attempted, but not possible, as PowerSnap should abort the backup with
a proper error message. The backup will continue until PowerSnap starts the
importation of the snapshot volume with the data mover and fails. It is unable to
import the snapshot into the heterogeneous data mover. The target devices are left
in locked status.

Restrict support of VxFS 4.0 and 4.3 disk layout 6 (LGTpa75995)
FLIB/FLIR backups and recoveries fail for VxFS version 6, while traditional
backups and recoveries are successful for VxFS layout 6 (layouts 4 and 5 are
operate acceptably for both traditional and FLIB/FLIR) backups and recoveries.

File systems created on VxFS 4.0 and 4.3, by default, use the version 6 disk layout.
PowerSnap Module version 2.1 only supports the version 5 disk layout for
image-type backups. Use the version 6 disk layout only for traditional (nonimage
workflows).

VERITAS states “You cannot downgrade a file system that has been upgraded.”

Workaround:

There is no workaround.

PowerSnap produces core file if all PowerSnap versions are installed (LGTpa76203)
Upon installation, if all PowerSnap (SCM) versions (Sun, CLARiiON, and
Symmetrix DMX) are installed, a core file will be produced and any backup will
fail.

However, the backup should be successful, even if all PowerSnap versions were
installed. PowerSnap would, by traversing through the powersnap.res file for the
applicable version that matches the storage array and perform a backup for that
array.

Only SCMs for the installed array environment should be installed.

Workaround:

If PowerSnap has reference to multiple SCMs, use the NSR_SNAP_TYPE variable
in the Application Information attribute of the Client resource.

Backup fails when level consolidate chosen (LGTpa76757)
Snapshot backup fails when based upon a level consolidate, whereas for all other
backup levels pass. This is true for both traditional and FLIB-type backups.
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Workaround:

Use a backup level other than consolidate.

FLIR fall back does not work in general (LGTpa77214)
Fallback (for example, fall back from FLIR to a conventional tape recovery) based
on the PowerSnap recovery attribute RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER does not work, in
most cases of FLIR recovery failure.

No support for sparse files (SIDF) (LGTpa77563)
A sparse-compatible backup that backs up only blocks containing data (unused or
empty blocks are not backed up) is not supported. Currently, if sparse files are
found, the FLIB-type backup fails.

Recovery of pipe files returns error—files are not recovered (LGTpa77613)
An attempted recovery pipe type files returns an error using FLIR; a conventional
recovery performs well. File types such as char, pipe, and block files cannot be
recovered with FLIR. A conventional type of recovery must be performed to
recover files of these types.

Insufficient parallelism (LGTpa78945)
While performing a single FLIB-type backup with the Client resource setting of
parallelism = 12 and three sessions for each of the NetWorker devices (30 MB/s
LTO2 tape drives), PowerSnap does not achieve more than 66 percent of EMC’s
EDM performance at high end of session/stream concurrency range.

Aborted save set is not removed from media database after failover in cluster environment
(LGTpa80257)

Setting savegroup retry to 1 and starting a FLIB-type backup in a cluster
environment, and failing over the cluster to the other node as the data is writing to
tape causes two save sets to be registered in the NetWorker media database. These
save sets are not removed. However, this does not prevent the next backup from
running successfully.

Proxy client imports volume group on STD during rollover to tape (LGTpa80832)
The proxy client imports the volume group on STD, which is also visible to the
proxy client, instead of the split BCV during traditional PowerSnap backup
rollover to tape on a Solaris-Solaris two-node setup with VxVM 4.0 when vxdg
import VG is being used to import the volume group from the available disks.
Since this Solaris-Solaris setup is also being used for FLIB and FLIR, the proxy
client sees the STDs also. As VxVM does not distinguish STDs from BCVs, the
STDs are to be taken offline.

PowerSnap 2.1 VxVM vxdg import for HP-UX and AIX proxy clients have an
interface that compares the needed disks (from StorageStack) with the actual disks
found by vxdg import. If the sets do not match, the interface deports the group,
calls vxdisk offline undesired disk and retries vxdg import. After a successful
match or more retries, the unneeded disks are placed offline.

Command nsrsnap_save.exe is case sensitive (LGTpa83098)
Backups fail on Microsoft Windows computers when specifying a path to be
backed up with command nsrsnap_save without using its actual name case wise.
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For example, if a path’s actual name is spelled in all capitals, specifying this path
with all lowercase characters causes the backup to fail.

Workaround:

Use the correct case to specify the actual name of the path.

Successful backup using NetWorker 7.3 produces error message (LGTpa86021)
A successful snapshot backup produces an error in the nsrbragent logs:

ERROR: lg_select failed, errno:22

Workaround:

As error message is harmless, no workaround is required.

FLIB-type backup does not back up files and directories with names containing extended ASCII and
unicode characters (LGTpa87488)

A FLIB-type backup of files and directories having file and directory names
containing extended ASCII (seen in French and Spanish; non symbol type
extended ASCII characters may display properly) or Unicode (Asian languages)
characters fail. PowerSnap supports no Unicode characters. This limitation applies
to all supported platforms.

Workaround:

A traditional (non FLIB-type) backup of the same file or directory operates
properly.

Directives not applied for PiT with rollover policy (LGTpa87767)
Directives are ignored for a PiT plus rollover NetWorker backup policy. NetWorker
directives operate properly for FLIB-type and traditional backup workflows with a
Serverless Backup policy.

AIX bad block reallocation flag (LGTpa90996)
PowerSnap does not support use of the AIX bad block reallocation flag.
PowerSnap FLIB backups map the device for backup use. If a bad block is
reallocated during the backup, the map may be incorrect leading to data loss or
corruption.

Workaround:

Use SMIT to turn the flag off.

Instant backup of multiple files or directories on a HFS fails with FSCK error (LGTpa93184)
An instant backup of multiple files or directories on a LVM managed HFS file
system fails with a FSCK failure. This occurs mostly during a first backup. Without
changing settings, perform the same savegroup backup again, it will be successful.

Notes:

◆ A backup of a file system performs correctly (suggestion: use /mount_point as
the save set).

◆ This has never occurred using VxFS.

Workaround:

Perform the failed backup again without changing settings.
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A long time (about two minutes) required to start nsrpsd on HPUX IA-64 (LGTpa93654)
It requires approximately two minutes to start the PowerSnap services (nsrpsd) on
the HP-UX IA-64 platform. Other platforms require only a few seconds.

The HP-UX IA-64 operating system default installation contains
MC/ServiceGuard cluster binaries. However, by default, the MC/ServiceGuard
cluster software is not configured and used. When nsrpsd starts, it runs
/usr/sbin/cmviewcl (/usr/sbin/cmviewcl -l package -n node lists all the
configured cluster packages on a node). As there are no cluster packages
configured, the following services error message is issued:

Error: Permission denied to 127.0.0.1 cmviewcl: Cannot view the
cluster configuration. Either this node is not configured in a
cluster, or else there is some obstacle to viewing the
configuration. Check the syslog file for more information. For a
list of possible causes, see the MC/ServiceGuard manual for
cmviewcl.

This error delays system startup.

Workaround:

Rename the /usr/sbin/cmviewcl file. This will speed up the process if HP
ServiceGuard is not configured.

With Microsoft Windows 2000, writing index to the server hangs or takes longer than expected
(LGTpa93830)

When using PowerSnap with a NetWorker application module and Microsoft
Windows 2000, writing an index to the server takes a longer time than expected
when the server and the client are on the same machine. This is not so with normal
file system backups. Also, when the NetWorker server is moved to a different
machine, so that the client, data mover, and server are on three different hosts, the
index is written immediately.

Workaround:

Configure system on three different hosts.

BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE should be tightly coupled with save set (LGTpa96480)
The BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE save set is generated with PowerSnap backups for the
CLARiiON storage arrays, and it is required to perform file-by-file restores. This
save set is otherwise undocumented, as it is not to be changed or modified.

The BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE save set is not tightly coupled with the corresponding
data save sets. If the matching BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE save set is deleted or the
retention period has expired, then a file-by-file restore fails.

Workaround:

If a file-by-file restore has failed, perform a save set restore.

Recovery-related
limitations

This section describes PowerSnap recovery limitations.

Unable to browse and perform a file-by-file recover from a delayed rollover backup (LGTsc00307)
Unable to browse the original data and perform a file-by-file recover from a
delayed rollover backup. This occurred when the original data are modified or
removed from the backup file system before performing the delayed rollover
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backup. This may be related to the save time for the real rollover save set. It is the
time when the snapshot was taken, but the save time for BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE is
the current time when the delayed rollover is performed.

Environment: PowerSnap homogeneous setup:

• App host: HPUX 11.23 (scip2d031)
• Data mover: HPUX 11.23 (devqa03)
• NetWorker: 7.4.x or 7.5.x
• PowerSnap: 2.4 SP3 or 2.5

Scenario:

1. Create a file system and place some data in the file system.

The following files and directories are in the file system:

# cd /ps23_vol01
# ls -al
total 193522
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 1024 Jan 3 14:42 .
drwxr-xr-x 43 root root 8192 Jan 3 14:40 ..
drwxr-xr-x 2 root sys 1024 Sep 22 11:43 configchecker
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root sys 22 Sep 22 14:23 file1
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root sys 99072000 Sep 22 11:43 ps_23_hp11w.tar

2. Perform PowerSnap instant backup of the FS.

3. Remove all the data or some of the files/directories in the backup FS.

4. Perform a delayed rollover backup using nsrsnapadmin>b:

# mminfo -vot
volume client date time size ssid fl
lvl name
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:24:55 96 MB
3869003093 cb
full /ps23_vol01
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:24:57 812 B
3919333721 cbP
full /ps23_vol01
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:26:33 2 KB
3902556601 cr
full index:scip2d031.legato.com
devqa03.001 devqa03 01/03/07 16:26:34 153 KB 3885779386 cr
full bootstrap
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:43:43 2 KB
3852225907 cb
full BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE
#

5. Browse and recover the data from the rollover save set using recover:

# recover -s devqa03 /ps23_vol01
recover: Current working directory is /ps23_vol01/
recover> ls -al
total 1
-rw-rw-rw- root 22 Sep 22 14:23 file1

Note: The removed files are not showing and browsing the delayed rollover backup using
the recover command line or the nwrecover GUI is not an option.

Example:

stream# recover -c sc1 -s scip2b059 /global/ps24tdg1/concatvol
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The current working directory is /global/ps24tdg1/concatvol/.

recover> ls -al
recover> version

Versions of `/global/ps24tdg1/concatvol/':

1 drwxr-xr-x root root 512 Nov 16 09:46 concatvol/
save time: Fri 16 Nov 2007 09:47:13 AM PST
location: scip2b059.legato.com.001 at /space/nasfile

1 drwxr-xr-x root root 512 Sep 24 14:53 concatvol/
save time: Wed 14 Nov 2007 03:15:05 PM PST
location: scip2b059.legato.com.001 at /space/nasfile

recover> changetime Wed 14 Nov 2007 03:15:05 PM PST
6497:recover: time changed to Wed 14 Nov 2007 03:15:05 PM PST
recover> ls –al
total 9
drwxrwxrwx root 1024 Sep 24 14:53 ._
drwx------ root 8192 Sep 24 13:42 lost+found
recover>

Workaround:

Change the browse/save time with the following commands:

◆ version
◆ changetime\

“Unknown error” from nsrsnap_recover on fail of FLIR recovery (LGTsc08969)
This is an example of an unfriendly PowerSnap error in the log files that is not
being propagated to the PowerSnap user interface.

The nsrsnap_recover command fails, then produces an “Unknown error.” In this
instance, it was a simple matter of a user being in the file system that was intended
to be restored and it could not be unmounted. The brc log listed a “Cannot
umount” problem, but this message did not get to the user interface.

Another example of an unfriendly error message is a typo in the name of the
directory or filename to be restored. Instead of an error, such as, “directory/file not
found,” the error says “Unknown error.”

AIX FLIR recover fails if file system name is a subset of another file system name (LGTsc12155)
When two or more file systems, for example, stripefs and stripefs2, are on different
volume groups, a FLIR or FLIR that uses a mirror of stripefs attempts
unsuccessfully to access stripefs2. The file system name stripefs is a subset of the
file system name stripefs2. This combination will not work on the AIX platform.

Workaround:

Do not use two or more file systems named as an appended name of the other on
different volume groups, for example, dd1 and dd11.

Restore of a datafile for multiple file systems is inoperative (LGTsc20441)
A restore of a datafile from a NetWorker Application Module for multiple file
systems in inoperative. From the backup of a tablespace with the datafile on
multiple file systems, the restore to a new location on one file system fails.

Workaround:

There is no workaround.
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NetWorker Management Console (NMC) displays a media emergency error, but a FLIR-type restore is
successful (LGTsc20486)

When making a FLIR-type restore to a client with thousands files backed up to a
file type device, the NMC will issue a media emergency error indicating that a
device has become deactivated during the recovery operation. However, the
restore is successful.

Workaround:

A workaround is not necessary. Simply, do not abort the restore process. It may
take several minutes to complete.

Alternate links for a volume group are not visible after a rollback (LGTpa63176)
Following a rollback of an LVM volume, the physical volume links (alternate links)
for all disks in the volume group are no longer visible. PowerSnap does not
automatically recover the physical volume links after a rollback of an LVM
volume.

Workaround:

Recover the links by performing the following steps:

1. Remove the lvmtab file.

2. Enter the vgscan -a command to rebuild the lvmtab file.

3. Perform the following to synchronize the information on the disk:

a. Enter the vgchange -a y command.

b. Enter the lvlnboot -R command.

Index entries for a rollover save set are not purged with nsrmm (LGTpa64562)
When purging index save set entries to increase available disk space in the client
file index database, be aware of the following situation. When both the snap set
and the rollover save set—the save set that is backed up to tape from a
snapshot—are present in the client file index and media database, the index entries
for the snap set must not be purged prior to purging the index entries for a rollover
save set by using the nsrmm –d –P command.

Note: The file index entries for a rollover save set are not purged with the nsrmm -d -P
command when the index entries for the associated snap set are not present.

Workaround:

Use the nsrmm –d –P command on volumes that contain the save set prior to
using the same command on volumes that contain the corresponding snap set.
This allows indexes to be purged for save sets on a given volume from the index
database. Furthermore, running the same command on the rollover snap set
purges entries for the snap set as well.

If the snap set has expired and is no longer in the client file index and media
database, running nsrmm –d –P on a volume that contains the rollover save set
purges the index entries.

Later, to enable file-by-file recovery for these save sets, the scanner program (used
to import data that has passed its browse and retention time) can be used to get the
index entries back into the client file index and media database.
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No rollback after failover to other nodes with Microsoft MSCS (LGTpa68937)
In the Microsoft Windows 2000 server MSCS setup, following a backup to a virtual
host, after a failover to other nodes, the disk is taken offline from the cluster group,
then a rollback is performed, which fails with a safety check failure. When a forced
rollback is performed, the rollback fails with object (source disk) not found.

Workaround:

To perform a rollback operation, verify that the disk is offline and owned by the
original node.

Snap set not removed following rollback with Microsoft MSCS (LGTpa68945)
In the Microsoft Windows 2000 server MSCS setup and after a successful rollback,
the snap set is not removed from the NetWorker media database. The nsrsnapck
program, the NetWorker snap set validation and deletion utility, will also not work
in this situation.

Workaround:

Manually delete the invalid snap set by using the nsrsnapadmin -d -S ssid.

When disk is online, rollback should exit with a proper error (LGTpa68948)
When the disk is online in an MSCS cluster environment, if a rollback is
performed, the rollback will occur and fail with a core dump. The expected
outcome is that PowerSnap exists gracefully with a proper error message and the
rollback should not take place.

This defect will be seen in the following workflow:

◆ Perform a backup on the virtual host.

◆ Keep the disk online in cluster group.

◆ Perform a rollback.

The rollback will fail with a resulting core dump.

FLIR-type recovery needs proper error message if restore fails STDs not visible (LGTpa77328)
A proper error message is needed in the logs if a FLIR-type recovery fails because
the STD is not visible on the data mover. Currently the error message is as follows:

ERROR BrcRecovOp.cpp 1658: Snapshot service returned an error status
while importing the snapshot LOG BrcRecovOp.cpp 1189: Failed to
get the status of prepare operation

This problem is similar to PowerSnap 2.0.1 behavior. The same scenario will
happen if the BCV is not visible to the data mover in version 2.0.1. The problem is
two fold:

◆ Error propagation from the data mover to the application host, that a device is
not visible, which will require design changes

◆ To differentiate the failure, when a device is not visible from other errors that
might happen during snap operations

Recovered hard link is not identical to original (LGTpa77506)
A FLIR recovered hard link differs from the original, causing a core file to be
produced in the process. The recovery is reported as successful. A hard link is one
of several directory entries that refer to the same UNIX file. To discover a hard link,
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perform a long listing of the directory; a link count of 2 rather than 1 indicates a
hard link. To determine what is linked, use the -i option to the ls command.

Workaround:

Perform a conventional recovery to recover the hard links.

With FLIR-type recovery an better message is required when a destination has a small space
(LGTpa77740)

A more elaborate error message is provided if, during a conventional restore, the
destination directory does not have enough space.

With FLIR-type recovery, should abort if incorrect server is mentioned (LGTpa78078)
Recovery from FLIB or homogeneous-type backup operation does not time out if
the server name specified with the -s option is incorrect. A proper error message
should be displayed if an incorrect server name is specified.

To observe this behavior:

1. Perform a FLIB-type or a homogeneous backup.

2. Get the save time for the backed-up save set.

3. Use the following command to perform the recovery:

nsrsnap_recover -t 1119609224 -D 9 /newdg/dir4

There is no server name mentioned, so the localhost, which is not a NetWorker
server, is assumed as server.

4. Verify that the recovery is attempted, even though the server name specified is
not the server to which the backup may have been attempted.

5. From brc logs it should be observed that the recovery is still being tried from
different ports:

Calling clnttcp_create function 06/24/05 05:45:58 nsrpsd: socket
binded to port 20447 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: Calling
clnttcp_create function

Workaround:

Manually kill the recovery session.

Forced rollback VERITAS VxVM volume which was unmounted non-target (LGTpa80019)
A PowerSnap rollback must contain a safety check for detecting files outside the
targeted recovery. These include:

◆ Designated recovery paths

◆ Disk volumes

◆ Designated slices

In the case of VERITAS Volume Manager (VxVM), volume safety check protection
includes all active logical volumes in disk group that contain any designated target
file or volume. But, if the application host has a VxVM logical volume that
contains a file system that is not mounted and not open, and a rollback is forced
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that would otherwise fail because of this volume, the rollback occurs, with the
volume being mounted as a part of the execution.

Workaround:

After doing a PowerSnap forced rollback, it is a preferred practice to check all
affected VxVM disk groups for their correct volume states. Run vxprint; for each
group that contained any volume you rolled back. Make sure:

◆ All appropriate volumes are active, especially those that were not named as
recover targets.

◆ Target file systems are mounted.

◆ Nontarget file systems are in the same mount or unmount state they were
before the rollback.

If a nontarget file system is now mounted, unmount it if necessary.

PowerSnap 2.1 LAN recovery of non-empty directory: Cannot find save set error (LGTpa80142)
A LAN-based recovery of a FLIB-type backup of a non-empty directory results in
the following error:

Error setting up recover for the following files: Cannot find save
set in media database. Please cross check index to remove invalid
index entries.

Client file index entries are not being recovered (LGTpa80722)
FLIB-type backups can cause nsrck -L7 to fail. Standard NetWorker procedure for
client file index entries fails on clients on which snap set backups have been taken.
The standard NetWorker procedure for non-snapshot client file index entries is
successful.

When you run the nsrck -L7 command to generate the client file index entries, you
may experience an error message in the daemon.log resulting in a failure message.

Workaround:

To recover client file index entries for which snapshot backups have been taken:

1. Locate the NetWorker server’s bootstrap save set ID:

• At the command line, switch to the directory where the NetWorker binaries
and executables are located.

• From the most recent scheduled traditional or FLIB-type backup snapshots,
use the scanner -B device command to determine the save set ID of the
most recent bootstrap on the media.

2. Use the mmrecov command to recover the NetWorker server’s media database
and resource database.

3. Use the mminfo -v command to list all recovered save sets.

4. Use the scanner -i device -S save set to restore the client file index entries for the
most recent save set.

5. Run the nsrinfo command to view the entries.

Command nsrsnap_recover with -I option on Microsoft Windows (LGTpa80819)
While the -I option of nsrsnap_recover works properly, if an improper path is
given, no file is recovered. The resulting message says, “Completed the restore of
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invalid path.” The log file shows the correct message as “incorrect path,” while the
console shows file recovered.

FLIR of a symlink alone fails; FLIR of a directory containing a symlink is okay (LGTpa80907)
A FLIR of a symlink alone fails, but a FLIR of a directory containing a symlink
operates properly. There is no data loss in the case of failure. The precreation phase
of the recovery creates the link, but not the target. No overwriting of data occurs.

FLIR using a mirror: Error: No valid disk found containing disk group (LGTpa84486)
The error:

“vxvm:vxconfigd: ERROR: Disk group, Disk c5t1d28s2: Cannot
auto-import group: No valid disk found containing disk group”

is shown on the NetWorker Console for the FLIR using a mirror feature. The
recovery is successful.

Workaround:

As the recovery is successful, ignore this error message.

FLIR using a mirror: Need a clear error message when mirror device is not available (LGTpa84617)
If a FLIR using a mirror’s targeted mirror (VDEV) devices are not available, or in
the wrong states, for example:

◆ Synchronized with another STD
◆ Not in the Devices group
◆ Locked
◆ Not listed in the snap pool file

Then the recovery fails with an “unknown error.”

These error messages are printed in the brc log file. The same error messages need
to be printed to the terminal when the targeted mirror devices are not available to
use the FLIR using a mirror feature.

FLIR/FLIR using a mirror: CONNDIR_SAVE (LGTpa84700)
With a multi-save-set backup with one save set that includes the other preceding
it, the FLIR/FLIR using a mirror fails.

At restore time, when translating from the CONNDIR save time into the save set
time, it is translated to the all-inclusive save set.

Workaround:

At backup time, remove the second save set and let the first all-inclusive save set
be backed up. If it is too late to do this, then use NetWorker restore.

FLIR with a mirror directed recovery failed due to pathname specified using a different case
(LGTpa87064)

An out-of-place FLIR with a mirror directed recovery fails if the destination
directory path is specified in a different case from its actual name (case).

The same case for the destination directory must be used even on Microsoft
Windows.

Workaround:

Use the same case as that of the destination directory.
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Conventional recovery from an empty incremental FLIB-type backup fails (LGTpa87225)
When performing a conventional recovery using nsrsnap_recover made with an
incremental FLIB-type backup, the recovery fails. The error message is harmless
and there is nothing to recover as the backup was empty.

Extra message is printed in NetWorker GUIs (LGTpa87968)
An extra message is printed in NetWorker Management Console (7.3.x) during a
FLIR with a mirror-type recovery by using a Microsoft Windows host. The
message reads, “Snapshot Requested/Completed.”

On Solaris conventional recovery to different location fails if file system contains the same directory
name (LGTpa88840)

A conventional directed recovery to another location using nsrsnap_recover fails
on Solaris if the backup file system data contains a directory of the same name as
one in the target file system.

Workaround:

Use FLIR-type recovery, FLIR using a mirror, or a non-PowerSnap NetWorker
recovery.

Microsoft Windows in-place recovery (FLIR) fails when device was 100% full (LGTpa88975)
A Microsoft Windows in-place recovery (FLIR) of an already full file system fails
due to disk space reasons according to the trace log.

Workaround:

Perform directed recovery to a larger file system.

NetWorker-related limitations
This section describes limitations found when PowerSnap is used with NetWorker.

Snap set is not removed by applying retention policy in MC/ServiceGuard cluster setup (LGTsc00450)
The NetWorker Retention policy is not working properly with the HP
MC/ServiceGuard cluster setup. After the retention policy is applied, the snapshot
is deleted according to the policy, but the NetWorker snap set is not purged from
the media database (mmdb) and client file index database. This is occurring even
without a failover being involved. Therefore the user will see some invalided snap
sets accumulated.

Workaround:

Manually run nsrsnapck –c virtual client to clean up the invalid snap sets.

NetWorker client file index is not purged when save set is removed (LGTpa76890)
The PowerSnap client file index is not purged when its corresponding PowerSnap
save set (cover set) is removed.

Note: A cover set is a special media database (mmdb) save set, which has extended
attributes pointing to all snapshot or rollover save sets.

This problem is only observed by performing a PowerSnap backup with a
NetWorker release 7.2 server on a Solaris host. It is not observed by performing a
PowerSnap backup with a NetWorker release 7.2 server on an HP-UX host.
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Save set attribute of Client resource is case-sensitive (LGTpa85561)
The save set attribute (field) of the Client resource is case-sensitive on Microsoft
Windows Server 2003 computers.

Workaround:

Type save set with consistent capitalization is save set attribute of Client resource.

NetWorker server restarts can cause nsrpd nsr_resdb_query_count failures (LGTpa96227)
If nsrsnapck -s server -c client -y (cross client or consistency check) is issued in close
conjunction to a restart of the services on the NetWorker server, this may result in
failures within nsrpsd. The failure on the send call likely due to latency on the
NetWorker server between the restart of the NetWorker services and the nsr_resdb
dispatcher being ready for services.

This can result in mmdb records not being deleted by the retention policy.

Workaround:

Rerun nsrsnapck -s server -c client -y or wait for next run of savegroup.

Environment and system requirements
The latest software and hardware installation requirements are published in the
SCG, available at http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

Backward
compatibility

NetWorker PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix version 2.5 is backward
compatible. Backups created with PowerSnap Module 2.x can be recovered to a
PowerSnap Module 2.5 client.

Japanese operating
system versions

PowerSnap for nonimage (traditional) backup and recovery workflows are
compatible with Japanese versions of Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, and Microsoft
Windows.

For these workflows, PowerSnap accommodates non-ASCII characters for the
following:

◆ Full path of PowerSnap parameter file (for example, the symm.res file)
◆ Save set name

PowerSnap image-based backup and recovery workflows support only the use of
7-bit ASCII filenames and paths, therefore image-based backup and recover
workflows are not supported in localized environments which have non-ASCII
characters in paths and filenames.

Container and
zones support

The PowerSnap Module does not support container/zones on Solaris 10 operating
system servers. There is no support for ZFS operating system environments at all.
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Known problems and limitations
These sections list known problems, defects, and general limitations for
PowerSnap Module version 2.5.

General limitations Listed here are limitations that do not have a defect assigned to them.

AIX extended file
attributes

With AIX extended file attributes, both version 1 and version 2 (EAv1 and EAv2)
extended file attributes are supported.

Note: Selection of EAv1 and EAv2 format is an option provided by smit when creating new
file systems on AIX version 5.3 or later. However, the only form of extended file attributes
that are supported PowerSnap version 2.5 is AIX classic ACLs. If a file with an invalid
extended attribute version type or nonclassic ACL is encountered during backup, an error
results and backup fails.

AIX bad block
reallocation flag

AIX volumes that have the “Bad Block Reallocation” flag set are not supported.
The Bad Block Reallocation option must not be set to true with the smit utility
when creating AIX logical volumes that later are used for production. The Bad
Block Reallocation option can also be changed for an existing volume if not
previously set. Since PowerSnap FLIB-based backups discover the logical volume
map first, and then later split the underlying Symmetrix disks, there is a remote
chance that the map could become invalid due to Bad Block Reallocation that the
volume manager had done in between the mapping and the split.

Backup and recoveries do not have this limitation.

Note: The bad-block reallocation flag on a volume can be changed after creation.

AIX and PowerPath Unlike other PowerSnap image-based backup for other supported platforms
(namely Solaris, HP and Microsoft Windows), PowerSnap image-backup for AIX
JFS2 requires PowerPath to be installed on the client systems to allow for
FLIR-based restores. FLIR-based restores fail if PowerPath is not installed on client
systems because AIX, by default, establishes exclusive reservations on any
Symmetrix disks that are part of any active volume group on the system, which
prevent other hosts from accessing those disks (for read or write).

For FLIR-based recoveries, the data mover needs to have simultaneous access to
the client’s primary Symmetrix standard volume, so that it can restore file data
directly to it. To do so, PowerPath must be installed, because PowerPath
automatically establishes group reservations for active Symmetrix disks on AIX.
These group reservations can then be joined from other hosts to allow shared
access.

Sparse files As with the existing versions of PowerSnap image-based backup and restore for
Solaris, HP-UX and Windows, PowerSnap for AIX JFS2 will not support backup
and restore of sparse files (files with holes). PowerSnap detects files with holes,
however, and backups fail if one is encountered. Because of the architecture for file
data and file metadata storage in AIX JFS2, there is no mechanism for PowerSnap
to determine that a file is sparse until a hole is encountered when processing file
data extents.
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Known problems for
version 2.5

The following sections describe known problems in the PowerSnap Module
software for PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix version 2.5.

NetWorker related
defects

Error in creating the file: “/nsr/debug\fragmax”(LGTsc22935)

The following message may be seen in the brc log during a snapshot backup,
“There was an error in creating the file: “/nsr/debug\fragmax.”

Workaround:

This error is innocuous. Ignore it.

Conditions for relabeling a volume by using NMC (LGTsc23033)
This defect documents the limitations and conditions for the fix to LGTpa85149,
which is a NetWorker release 7.5.x client-based fix to allow for the relabeling of a
volume with NetWorker Management Console (NMC). There are two steps to
perform before a volume may be relabeled with NMC. They are:

1. Include the NetWorker Management Console server in the PowerSnap client's
“servers” file, so that it has the right privileges to start nsrsnapck on that host.

2. Create a tmp directory in the install location of the NMC server. By default, this
location is /opt/LGTOnmc on Unix and C:\Program
Files\Legato\Management\GST on Microsoft Windows.

LDM related defects

Logical Disk Manager (LDM) and Windows 2008: PowerSnap supports only simple volume
configuration (LGTsc23272)

Windows 2008 and LDM will only work with a simple volume configuration.

Workaround:

Use only simple volume configuration with Windows 2008 and LDM.

AES Encryption
related defects

De-duplication AES Encryption and PowerSnap backup: AES Encryption is not honored (LGTsc23167)
The AES Encryption feature directive is not being honored with PowerSnap when
used in connection with the De-duplication feature. The AES Encryption feature
works properly for PowerSnap and non-De-duplication feature backups.

Workaround:

There is no workaround.
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Defects from a version prior to version 2.5
The following sections describe known problems in the PowerSnap Module
software for PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix prior to version 2.5 and how to
work around these problems:

◆ Linux platform limitations...................................................................................... 32
◆ Heterogeneous image backup limitations ............................................................ 33
◆ FLIR using a mirror limitations.............................................................................. 34
◆ FLIR using a mirror troubleshooting .................................................................... 35
◆ Installation limitations............................................................................................. 35
◆ Regression limitations ............................................................................................. 35
◆ PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin-related limitations .................................................... 36
◆ Snapshot limitations ................................................................................................ 37
◆ Backup limitations ................................................................................................... 40
◆ Recovery limitations ................................................................................................ 48
◆ NetWorker-related limitations ............................................................................... 55
◆ SnapImage-related limitations ............................................................................... 56

Linux platform
limitations

On Linux platform, invalid arguments force nsrsnapadmin to exit (LGTsc18256)
Linux system calls used by nsrsnapadmin can corrupt memory and may cause
snapshots to be deleted when an invalid argument is encountered. The
nsrsnapadmin program will exit when it encounters an invalid argument to
prevent possible snapshot deletion. The -v option for the Linux operating system is
considered an invalid option. Consecutive calls of the print (p) command will also
result in an invalid argument and cause nsrsnapadmin to exit.

WARNING

All [-v] options below are invalid for Linux operating systems. Use of the [-v]
option will cause nsrsnapadmin to exit.

For example:
ledma111:/usr/sbin> nsrsnapadmin -s ledmb102 -c ledma111
nsrsnapadmin>
Valid commands:
p [-s server] [-c client] [-v] [path] (Print all snapshots: -v to print
snapid)
d [-s server] [-c client] [-v] -S ssid [or -S "ssid ssid ..."] (Delete
snapshots: -v is verbose)
b [-s server] [-c client] -S ssid [or -S "ssid ssid ..."] [-M proxy_client]
[-v] (Backup snapshots to tape: -v is verbose)
R [-s server] [-c client] [-v] -S ssid [-t destination] [-M proxy_client]
[-T recover_host] -m path (Saveset restore: -v is verbose)
B [-s server] [-c client] [-Fv] -S ssid [-M proxy_client] -m path (Rollback:
-v is verbose)
r [-s server] [-c client] [-M proxy_client] [-T recover_host] -S ssid (file
by file restore)
e time [-s server] [-c client] [-v] -S ssid [or -S "ssid ssid ..."] (Reset
expiration time for snapshots: -v is verbose)
q (Exit program)
server=ledmb102 proxy_client=ledma111.lss.emc.com client=ledma111,
nsrsnapadmin> p -v
25123:nsrsnapadmin:Invalid arguments
3:nsrsnapadmin:Exiting nsrsnapadmin
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Workaround:

A meaningful error message will be issued with the attempted use of the -v option.
Any attempt to use the -v option will cause nsrsnapadmin to exit.

On Linux platform, subsequent nsrsnapadmin subcommands fail (LGTsc19986)
Subsequent nsrsnapadmin subcommands may fail with the error “invalid
argument.”

Workaround:

Restart nsrsnapadmin.

Heterogeneous
image backup
limitations

This section describes limitations in heterogeneous (Solaris) data mover image
backups with the PowerSnap version 2.2.1 software.

Image (FLIB/FLIR) backup and recover operations fail for VxFS version 6 (the
default layout for version 4.0 and 4.3), while traditional backup and recover
operations work for VxFS layout 6 (layouts 4 and 5 are fine for
traditional/FLIB/FLIR operations). Layout 6 is “large files.” As the file system
layout is not downgradeable (from vxupgrade man page), add the following
switch to the mkfs command:

-o version=5

Rollbacks are limited to BCVs. PowerSnap consistently produces a core file when a
rollback is performed by using VDEVs.

Although not often found, sparse files (with holes) are not supported by image
backup or recovery (FLIB-and-FLIR-type backup and recovery). Sparse files are
sometimes found in a temporary table space for an RMAN-type backup. If an
image backup encounters a sparse file, that backup will fail.

Symbolic links will cause the link to be backed up, but not the target. Image
backups do not follow links. Recovery of symbolic links with FLIR will create a
link that was in place at backup time without regard to the target of the link.

Device nodes (all block and character special files) are not supported for backup or
recovery with image backups if they are encountered in a file system being backed
up. Devices nodes are to be specified for use as raw volumes.

Hard links are supported by image backups, but FLIR does not support the
recovery of hard links. Any FLIR attempt that encounters a hard link fails.

The clients target file systems is to be mounted at the start of file-based recovery.
The client target file systems are to be unmounted at the start of a raw volume
recovery.

The recovery unmounts the file systems of the database server during the entire
recovery process including all data movement until the recovery is complete.

Recoveries of files using FLIR perform best if all files exist and are of the correct
size as those being recovered.

A recovery destination that is a partition or logical volume must exist prior to the
recovery and must be of a size that is equal to or greater than the backup size.

Recovery fallback does not always work. A fallback occurs if a request is made for
an unsupported configuration, at which time that-type will be skipped and the
next type will be tried.
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Incremental backups cannot be recovered by using FLIR.

Sequencing of files within a save set will not be optimized.

On all supported platforms, FLIB-type backup of files and directories fail if they
have file and directory names that contain:

◆ Extended ASCII characters

Extended ASCII characters are often used in French and Spanish.

Note: Some extended ASCII characters that are not symbol related may display
properly.

◆ Unicode characters

Unicode characters are often used in Asian languages.

Note: The PowerSnap Module does not support Unicode characters.

A traditional (non FLIB-type) backup of the same file or directory operates
properly.

FLIR using a mirror
limitations

The following are limitations of FLIR using a mirror:

Does not support VxFS 4.0 and 4.3 file system layout 6.

Layout 6 is “large files.” As the file system layout is not downgradeable (from
vxupgrade man page), add the following switch to the mkfs command:

-o version=5

FLIR-type recover using a mirror using BCV fails late if extra VDEV paired with STD (LGTsc11671)
If a FLIR-type recover using a mirror (BCV) is attempted, while one or more of the
affected standards is paired with a VDEV, the restore will fail. The failure occurs
when the an attempt is made to restore the BCV to the standard. Additionally, the
BCVs may be left in the restored or locked state. Any BCVs left in the restored state
must be manually split, while the locked BCVs must be manually unlocked using
symdev -lock release.

Workaround:

Once the standard/VDEV pairing is terminated, the restore should be able to be
run successfully. Any BCVs left in the restored state must be manually split, while
the locked BCVs must be manually unlocked using symdev -lock release.

SYNC_FROM_MIRROR=FALSE is not being honored (LGTsc20125)
When using the nsrsnap_recover command, SYNC_FROM_MIRROR=FALSE is
not honored. When SYNC_FROM_MIRROR=FALSE is set, the STDs and BCVs are
not left split after recovering to the BCV only. The STDs and BCVs are
re-synchronized, which destroys the restored data on the BCV.

Workaround:

Add SYMM_ON_DELETE=RELEASE_RESOURCE to the nsrsnap_recover
command. This will force the STDs and BCVs to not resynchronize.
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FLIR using a mirror
troubleshooting

The following are troubleshooting points of FLIR using a mirror:

◆ FLIR using a mirror is a recovery of a full BCV, similar to a rollback.

◆ With the FLIR using a mirror of a file system, ensure that any other file systems
on the same device are unmounted.

◆ For a recovery of a raw volume, ensure there are no file systems mounted on
the volume.

◆ Ensure there is not more than one synchronized mirror before the start of the
recovery, or it fails.

The recovery stops if a synchronized mirror is detected. This occurs at the end
of the recovery. The best practice is to ensure that there are not BCVs/VDEVs
established.

Installation
limitations

This section provides information on defects relating to the installation process.

The nsrpsd service/daemon is not started by NetWorker script (HP-UX 11i platform) (LGTpa85161)
On a single-node (application and data mover on same host) HP-UX 11i computer,
nsrpsd is not started following installation of the module by the NetWorker script.
Starting NetWorker does not start nsrpsd either.

Workaround:

Following installation of PowerSnap, manually start nsrpsd at the command line.

Regression
limitations

This section describes regression limitations. A regression limitation is a defect in
PowerSnap version 2.3 that was not present in version 2.2.1.

Dependencies are not checked while uninstalling packages (LGTpa76613)
Dependencies are not checked while uninstalling the LGTOpsag.pkg (PowerSnap
Module Agent) package. For example, when installing package lgtopseg.pkg and
lgtopssc.pkg without installing the lgtopsag.pkg; uninstall the package
lgtopsag.pkg after all packages have been installed. The package is removed
successfully without an error message displayed. The dependencies should be
checked while uninstalling the packages.

Homogeneous PowerSnap backup fails after data is written to tape (LGTpa78452)
A traditional homogeneous PowerSnap backup fails when the Snapshot policy is
serverless (1, 0, day, all) or PiT, rollover (1, 1, day, all). The failure occurs after the
data has been written to tape. But, the backup is successful if the policy is PiT only
(1, 1, day, none).

The cause of the problem is related to the way the environment is configured:

◆ Multiple BCV copies of the STD are available on the data mover (proxy client)
host.

◆ VERITAS VxVM is running on the data mover, for example, BCV1 and BCV2
have been established and split to the same STD. Both BCV1 and BCV2 are
visible to the data mover.
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During a homogeneous backup using BCV1, BCV2 (other than BCV1) cannot
be imported or mounted on the data mover because PowerSnap uses vxdg -C.
import dgname.

A similar problem will be seen during an instant recovery if:

◆ Both STD and its BCV copies are visible by the data mover.

◆ VxVM is in use on the data mover. You will see files available for recovery that
are not those you backed up.

Workaround:

Use vxdisk offline diskname to change the vxdisk status before the backup.

Command nsrsnap_recover -t conventional does not recover save set (LGTpa79060)
The nsrsnap_recover man page defines: -t savetime, which specifies a save time of a
save set for the save set to be recovered. This works with
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=flir, but not RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=conventional. If
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=conventional is specified, and the user specifies -t
savetime, the prior save set is recovered. The only exception is when the save set is
the earliest backup of a certain file system.

For example:

◆ T1: backup /fs1
◆ Files are added to /fs1
◆ T2: backup /fs1

where the command is:

nsrsnap_recover -t t2 -M date mover -A
restore_type_order=conventional /fs1

The data recovered will be the same as it was at t1. If -t t1 is used, data will be
recovered to t1 since it is the earliest backup. This problem is not apparent with
nwrecover or recover. If the user uses nsrsnap_recover to do a conventional
recovery, they do not get the data at the PiT they specified.

Workaround:

When using nsrsnap_recover -t -A restore_type_order=conventional, use either the
save set ID or the save time of BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE to recover the data.

PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin-related limitations
This section describes PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin command related limitations.

With nsrsnapadmin—save set recovery of a deep directory fails (LGTsc06826)
When using the nsrsnapadmin command with a UNIX platform, an attempted
save set recovery of a deep directory (500 levels) fails with the following error
message:

Error: CopyService failed to do its operation. Reason: walker
recover failed.

The same behavior occurs with an attempted file-by-file recovery.

When nsrsnapadmin restores files from a PiT backup (snapshot), it must first
import and mount what is on the PiT backup on the data mover. This incurs the
same use of path length beyond what is needed on the client. This is similar to
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LGTsc02819, Traditional backup failed for multilevel directory (119 directories
deep).

This is due to a 996-character path limitation. A file-by-file or save set restore from
the PiT backup cannot be accomplished when the path exceeds this limit.

The reasoning is that 997 characters (connecting directory length plus the length of
"/nsr/tmp/483516-1173510361-01") is longer than the maximum allowed path on
UNIX. The client needs only the 997 plus the connecting directory. The data mover
that prepends a string, like the above one, to the path needs 997. The 997 is the
connecting directory plus x, where x is determined by the chosen installation
directory, and the connecting directory is the amount of the path on the client that
does not need to be reproduced on the data mover.

Workaround:

Only a rollback restore is possible. The backup will succeed only if its a PiT
backup.

PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin snapshot query fails if a client short name is used (LGTpa85845)
A PowerSnap nsrsnapadmin command query fails if a client short name or long
name was not manually entered in the Aliases attribute of the NetWorker Client
resource. By default, the client short name, used in the NetWorker client
installation, is entered in the Aliases attribute.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

◆ Use the client long name in nsrsnapadmin snapshot queries

◆ Manually enter the client long name in the Client -> Aliases attribute of the
NetWorker Client resource.

Snapshot limitations

Symmetrix locks not being released after volume being relabelled (LGTsc11620)
After performing PiT creation and rollover to tape, relabeling a NetWorker volume
containing snap data, and metadata, does not release the Symmetrix locks. The
subsequent PowerSnap backups fail with a “not enough resources” error. The
Symmetrix locks should be released when the volume is relabelled or a volume is
deleted.

Subsequent backups will fail unless the locks required to be released are identified
and, once the correct one has been identified, released. There could be more locks
then just the ones from the PowerSnap backups, and wrong locks could be selected
to be released.

Workaround:

Manually run nsrsnapck –s backup server.

Once the standard/VDEV pairing is terminated, the restore should be able to be
run successfully.
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Snapshot backup for multiple file systems failed on Microsoft Windows 2003 and 2000 (LGTsc11640 and
LGTpa96621)

Snapshot backups using PowerSnap for Symmetrix and Microsoft Windows 2003
and 2000 fail when multiple file systems on a single disk are backed up. Multiple
file systems on a single disk is not a recommended configuration of the proxy host.

Workaround:

Run only one file system in snapshot backups with Microsoft Windows 2003 and
2000. Multiple file system partitions on the same disk is not supported by
PowerSnap.

Snapshot restore fails with file already exists error message (LGTsc15318)
NetWorker Module for Oracle snapshots fails with a file already exists error
message. If the tablespace is taken offline, and then delete all the files in the
respective file system, the restore succeeds. This error may be reproduced with
these steps:

1. Create a striped volume across two disks by using VERITAS VxVm.
2. Create a single tablespace with about 200 files.
3. Create a snapshot policy 10, day, all.
4. Perform a backup.
5. Perform a restore, which fails with and existing file error.

Workaround:

Perform the following steps:

1. Take the tablespace offline.
2. Remove all the files.
3. Perform a recovery.

Snapshot management: When retention is applied, only a few save sets are affected (LGTsc19519)
Only some of the applicable save sets created with NMO, PowerSnap, and
NetWorker are affected by the Retention policy when snapshots are created.

For example, when a tablespace is created with eight datafiles and the savegroup
is backed up over time, only some of the applicable save sets are deleted based on
the Retention policy.

The undeleted save sets may be verified through the NetWorker Management
Console (NMC).

Workaround:

Perform the following steps:

1. Enable NMO catalog synchronization.

2. Use one of these commands on the non-required save sets:

• nsrmm -d -S save set ID
• nsrsnapck

Assertion/crash in nsrpsd when using device path in symm.res (LGTsc20465)
An assertion and/or crash may occur with nsrpsd (NetWorker service for
snapshot related backup, recover and consistency checking) on all client platforms
when the /nsr/res/symm.res file contains no symmid for the device (STD) or
when using a device path.
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For example:

[root@phenol logs]# cat /nsr/res/symm.res
/dev/sdt 1022 1023 1024
/dev/sdu 1025 1026 1027
Symmetrix volume group: dgs containing
Source devices: 1017 (/dev/sdt) und 1018 (/dev/sdu)
BCV'S: 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027
---
If we provide “<std id> <target id>” or “<symid>:<dev path> <target id>”
formats, then nsrpsd fails with no crash. The assertion is as follows:

--
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 49
[SnapCopySet.cpp 219] initSession for object /mns
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 58
[StorageStack.cpp 245] Devices /dev/sdu and /dev/sdu match
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 58
[StorageStack.cpp 245] Devices /dev/sdt and /dev/sdt match
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 49
[SnapCopySet.cpp 259] initSession: setId : vgsym1
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 51
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 135] Checking resource #0:
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 47
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 504] OS Dev : /dev/sdt
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 51
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 135] Checking resource #1:
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 47
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 504] OS Dev : /dev/sdu
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 60
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 142] Found resource for source disk
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 56
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 1300] Entering processResources
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 48
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 1317] Checking target :
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 41
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 486] Symm Id : ?
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 47
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 496] Symm Dev : 1025
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 46
[SymmResourceManager.cpp 1130] untagged target
0 1220028261 0 0 2 2863433440 22733 0 phenol.sms nsrpsd 2 %s 1 0 82
[SymApiInterface.2.cpp 3016] LibSymDevSync : sym_rc:
SYMAPI_C_NULL_ARGUMENT_ERROR
passing null into one of the msg creation calls with msg id 59900
nsrpsd: lg_msg.c:1121: msg_structext_fillarglist: Assertion `tmp != ((void
*)0)' failed.
--

Workaround:

Use symm id:dev id format as follows:

<symm id>:<std id> <target id>

With PowerSnap and NetWorker application module, user does not have permissions, snapshot
backup successful (LGTpa96555)

A remote user creating a snapshot backup may see the following errors in the
daemon.log file while applying the retention policy:

nsrd: Impersonation was requested by: “remoteuser@jupiter”, but the
user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.

nsrd: PowerSnap notice: Operation Requested for: backint:SAP:PS:

In this event, the backup is successful, and the previous snap set was deleted from
the storage array. The mmdb still shows the previous entry due to insufficient
permissions (the mmdb and the storage array will now be out of sync). Snap sets
may be deleted from the storage array when the user has insufficient privileges.
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There are multiple scenarios where this behavior may occur:

◆ The user does not have enough permissions.
◆ There are no users for the particular host in User groups.
◆ Remote user is not in the Administrator/User groups list.

All these situations may lead to a discrepancy between the mmdb and the storage
array.

Workaround:

Provide enough permissions to the user taking backups.

Backup limitations This section describes PowerSnap backup limitations.

A traditional backup fails for multilevel directory (119 directories deep) (LGTsc02819)
A traditional backup (both serverless and PiT with rollover) fails when the file
system contains a deep level of directories). This is due to a 996 character path
limitation. Up to 275 directories will operate properly where the path maximum is
997 characters, a path with more than 997 characters will cause the backup to fail.

Delayed write failed message occurs multiple times (LGTsc07051)
On a Microsoft Windows proxy client, a pop-up message “Delayed Write Failed”
may appear for a traditional or image backup with a PiT, or PiT plus rollover
NetWorker policy. The message will contain the drive letter or volume name
followed by $Mft, for example, \\?\Volume()\$Mft. This is a specific Microsoft
warning message. Research indicates that disabling the disk caching feature is one
solution that may work for subsequent backups. For more information, refer to the
Microsoft Windows website informational database.

Workaround:

It is highly recommended to disable the disk caching feature and perform the
backup again if the “Delayed Write Failed” message appears.

Metadata for PowerSnap PiT snapshots cannot be cloned or staged (LGTsc09113)
Segregating PowerSnap metadata by cloning or staging is a problem when
performing a restore of the metadata.

When performing staging or cloning operations using the NetWorker
Management Console (NMC), the cover set is not correctly included in the
operation.

To create a backup of the metadata, first perform a rollover of the snap set to tape.
This creates a save set. Then, use the command line interface nsrclone command
with the save set to complete the process.

Only volume level cloning and staging is supported by PowerSnap.

Backup is failing with a retention failure error (LGTsc11823)
Backups are failing with a retention failure error. When the backup runs the first
time, NetWorker retention is applied successfully and the backup is successful.
When the backup runs the second time, without labelling the device, the backup is
not successful and a retention error is issued.

Configuration and environment:

◆ Application host operating system: HP-UX 11.23
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◆ Data mover/server: HP-UX 11.23
◆ NetWorker release: 7.4.x or 7.5.x
◆ Snapshot policy: 1/1/day/none
◆ Solution enabler: v 6.4.2 6
◆ Unmanaged setup
◆ Storage array: Symmetrix
◆ NetWorker Module for Oracle release 4.5 9
◆ Oracle 9.2.0.1.0

Scenario:

1. Created unmanaged file system on single disk.

2. Created five datafiles on single tablespace.

3. Take snapshot backup with policy 1/1/Day/None (With single BCV attached
to single STD).

4. Validate that backup is successful.

5. Started second time backup without labelling the device with same snapshot
policy. 5. Backup is failed with snap retention failure error.

6. Only one log (nsrsnapck) is created with error message.

Workarounds:

Run nsrsnapck manually, then run the backup. The backup will be successful. (for
example, nsrsnapck -c application host -s data mover -y)

or

On the data mover client, make soft link for libsymapi64mt.sl at
/usr/lib/pa20_64/.

For example:

# ls -l /usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl lrwxr-xr-x 1 root sys 45 Nov 7 19:05
/usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl -> /opt/emc/SYMCLI/V6.4.2/shlib/libsymapi64mt.sl

# ls -l /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl
not found

# ls -l /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsym* lrwxrwxrwx 1 root sys 23 Mar 22 2007
/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64.sl -> /usr/lib/libsymapi64.sl lrwxrwxrwx 1 root
sys 23 Mar 22 2007 /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymlvm64.sl ->
/usr/lib/libsymlvm64.sl

# ls -l /lib/libsymapi64mt.sl lrwxr-xr-x 1 root sys 45 Nov 7 19:05
/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl -> /opt/emc/SYMCLI/V6.4.2/shlib/libsymapi64mt.sl

# ls -l /usr/libsymapi64mt.sl /usr/libsymapi64mt.sl not found

# ln -s /usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl

# ls -l /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsym* lrwxrwxrwx 1 root sys 23 Mar 22 2007
/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64.sl -> /usr/lib/libsymapi64.sl lrwxrwxrwx 1 root
sys 25 Dec 5 20:43 /usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl ->
/usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl lrwxrwxrwx 1 root sys 23 Mar 22 2007
/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymlvm64.sl -> /usr/lib/libsymlvm64.sl

#

VERITAS import fails when unused BCVs are available to the data mover (LGTsc11918)
If BCVs are manipulated outside of the PowerSnap software and these BCVs are
operating in a VERITAS configuration and these BCVs or VDEVs are visible to the
PowerSnap data mover, then PowerSnap can fail.
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If any unused BCV copies of VxVM volume disks are visible to the data mover,
they would cause a VxVM import failure during the PowerSnap PiT backup of the
volume group. The VxVM software will look for VxVM disks during the import of
any volume group. The BCVs are in a SYNC state, and those that are in a
SYNC-in-prog state are treated as invalid disks.

Workaround:

On a Solaris with Solaris setup with VxVM and STDs visible on the datamover,
remove the STDs (disks) from the VxVM disk list using vxdiskadm by choosing
option 17: Prevent multipathing/suppress devices from VxVM's view.

or

Adding an exclude path in the /etc/vx/vxvm.exclude file. This needs to be
performed after every reboot.

Multiple backups in Microsoft Windows 2008 cause failures (LGTsc20293)
Running multiple backups on the same devices, while making no changes to the
configuration, causes intermittent failures. This occurs when, in a Microsoft
Windows 2008 environment, several file systems are backed up, then, once this
backup is complete, another backup is started with no configuration changes.

Workaround:

There is no workaround.

Errors should be ignored after the pb_save step (LGTpa56770)
There may be errors after the pb_save() step is successful. Since the save set is
already registered with NetWorker server, these are recognized as soft errors and
the backup is reported successful. These errors can be found only in the BRC log
file and are not reported to NetWorker.

All errors after the pb_save() step are nonfatal errors. The backup should be
reported to savegrp as successful.

No check before a backup that a BCV is visible to the proxy client (LGTpa63167)
The PowerSnap Module does not check before triggering a backup that a BCV is
visible to the proxy client. If there are BCVs defined, but are not visible to the
proxy client, the PowerSnap Module does not properly detect this and the backup
fails.

Workaround:

Ensure that all BCVs are visible to the proxy client before a backup.

The lcmap script may not discover all of the file systems on HACMP (LGTpa64701)
Using AIX 5.2, when the lcmap script retrieves logical volumes and file systems
from the local ODM database on HACMP, because ODM is not cluster aware,
changes made to one node are not propagated to other nodes in the cluster. Hence,
newly created file systems may not have ODM entries on the other nodes in the
cluster. This means that when a virtual client fails over to another node, save
groups do not back up the newly created file systems owned by the virtual client.
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The savegroup completion reports a successful completion, because it reports on
the backup of file systems returned by the lcmap script.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

◆ When adding or subtracting logical volumes, export the modified volume
groups on all other nodes and reimport them so that each ODM database is
updated.

◆ Use the s

◆ ynclvodm command instead of exporting and importing volume groups.

This is less intrusive.

To synchronize the device configuration database with the LVM information,
enter the following command as the root user:

synclvodm -v VGName

Where VGName is the name of the volume group to synchronize.

With a managed file system on AIX with inline logs, a backup fails in a two-node environment
(LGTpa65284)

A PiT backup of a managed JFS2 file system that uses inline logs in a two-node
environment fails when the snapshot is being mounted to the proxy client on AIX.
The failure is from fsck. The nsrsnapagent log shows:

FSCK Failed for device /dev/rlv05 with return code -256

which leads to a mount error:

The media is not formatted or the format is not correct.
The superblock is dirty

The same scenario with a local PowerSnap configuration is successful, and the
same scenario with a JFS2 file system with external logs in a two-node PowerSnap
configuration is successful.

With 287,000 files, backup fails after 146,000 files (LGTpa75698)
With a FLIB-type backup and Solaris (64-bit) data mover, a PowerSnap backup is
of file system /uman1,which has a directory in it with 287,000 files, starts. Shortly
thereafter, an RPC communication error occurs and PowerSnap produces a core
file.

Workaround:

PowerSnap specifications allow for FLIB-type backups of larger files with a
maximum of about 1,000 files inclusive.

Backup should not be started if it is an unsupported configuration (LGTpa75759)
Certain types of backups (FLIB-type or traditional PowerSnap) are not possible,
because of an unsupported configuration. In these cases, PowerSnap should fail or
abort the backup with a proper error or usage message before the backup is
initiated.

For example, in a configuration with an HP-UX application host and a Solaris data
mover, if NSR_IMAGES_SAVE is set to NO or False, and a traditional PowerSnap
backup is attempted, but not possible, as PowerSnap should abort the backup with
a proper error message. The backup will continue until PowerSnap starts the
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importation of the snapshot volume with the data mover and fails. It is unable to
import the snapshot into the heterogeneous data mover. The target devices are left
in locked status.

Restrict support of VxFS 4.0 and 4.3 disk layout 6 (LGTpa75995)
FLIB/FLIR backups and recoveries fail for VxFS version 6, while traditional
backups and recoveries are successful for VxFS layout 6 (layouts 4 and 5 are
operate acceptably for both traditional and FLIB/FLIR) backups and recoveries.

File systems created on VxFS 4.0 and 4.3, by default, use the version 6 disk layout.
PowerSnap Module version 2.1 only supports the version 5 disk layout for
image-type backups. Use the version 6 disk layout only for traditional (nonimage
workflows).

VERITAS states “You cannot downgrade a file system that has been upgraded.”

Workaround:

There is no workaround.

PowerSnap produces core file if all PowerSnap versions are installed (LGTpa76203)
Upon installation, if all PowerSnap (SCM) versions (Sun, CLARiiON, and
Symmetrix DMX) are installed, a core file will be produced and any backup will
fail.

However, the backup should be successful, even if all PowerSnap versions were
installed. PowerSnap would, by traversing through the powersnap.res file for the
applicable version that matches the storage array and perform a backup for that
array.

Only SCMs for the installed array environment should be installed.

Workaround:

If PowerSnap has reference to multiple SCMs, use the NSR_SNAP_TYPE variable
in the Application Information attribute of the Client resource.

Backup fails when level consolidate chosen (LGTpa76757)
Snapshot backup fails when based upon a level consolidate, whereas for all other
backup levels pass. This is true for both traditional and FLIB-type backups.

Workaround:

Use a backup level other than consolidate.

FLIR fall back does not work in general (LGTpa77214)
Fallback (for example, fall back from FLIR to a conventional tape recovery) based
on the PowerSnap recovery attribute RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER does not work, in
most cases of FLIR recovery failure.

No support for sparse files (SIDF) (LGTpa77563)
A sparse-compatible backup that backs up only blocks containing data (unused or
empty blocks are not backed up) is not supported. Currently, if sparse files are
found, the FLIB-type backup fails.
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Recovery of pipe files returns error—files are not recovered (LGTpa77613)
An attempted recovery pipe type files returns an error using FLIR; a conventional
recovery performs well. File types such as char, pipe, and block files cannot be
recovered with FLIR. A conventional type of recovery must be performed to
recover files of these types.

Insufficient parallelism (LGTpa78945)
While performing a single FLIB-type backup with the Client resource setting of
parallelism = 12 and three sessions for each of the NetWorker devices (30 MB/s
LTO2 tape drives), PowerSnap does not achieve more than 66 percent of EMC’s
EDM performance at high end of session/stream concurrency range.

Aborted save set is not removed from media database after failover in cluster environment
(LGTpa80257)

Setting savegroup retry to 1 and starting a FLIB-type backup in a cluster
environment, and failing over the cluster to the other node as the data is writing to
tape causes two save sets to be registered in the NetWorker media database. These
save sets are not removed. However, this does not prevent the next backup from
running successfully.

Proxy client imports volume group on STD during rollover to tape (LGTpa80832)
The proxy client imports the volume group on STD, which is also visible to the
proxy client, instead of the split BCV during traditional PowerSnap backup
rollover to tape on a Solaris-Solaris two-node setup with VxVM 4.0 when vxdg
import VG is being used to import the volume group from the available disks.
Since this Solaris-Solaris setup is also being used for FLIB and FLIR, the proxy
client sees the STDs also. As VxVM does not distinguish STDs from BCVs, the
STDs are to be taken offline.

PowerSnap 2.1 VxVM vxdg import for HP-UX and AIX proxy clients have an
interface that compares the needed disks (from StorageStack) with the actual disks
found by vxdg import. If the sets do not match, the interface deports the group,
calls vxdisk offline undesired disk and retries vxdg import. After a successful
match or more retries, the unneeded disks are placed offline.

Command nsrsnap_save.exe is case sensitive (LGTpa83098)
Backups fail on Microsoft Windows computers when specifying a path to be
backed up with command nsrsnap_save without using its actual name case wise.
For example, if a path’s actual name is spelled in all capitals, specifying this path
with all lowercase characters causes the backup to fail.

Workaround:

Use the correct case to specify the actual name of the path.

Successful backup using NetWorker 7.3 produces error message (LGTpa86021)
A successful snapshot backup produces an error in the nsrbragent logs:

ERROR: lg_select failed, errno:22

As error message is benign, no workaround is required.
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FLIB-type backup does not back up files and directories with names containing extended ASCII and
unicode characters (LGTpa87488)

A FLIB-type backup of files and directories having file and directory names
containing extended ASCII (seen in French and Spanish; non symbol type
extended ASCII characters may display properly) or Unicode (Asian languages)
characters fail. PowerSnap supports no Unicode characters. This limitation applies
to all supported platforms.

Workaround:

A traditional (non FLIB-type) backup of the same file or directory operates
properly.

Directives not applied for PiT with rollover policy (LGTpa87767)
Directives are ignored for a PiT plus rollover NetWorker backup policy. NetWorker
directives operate properly for FLIB-type and traditional backup workflows with a
Serverless Backup policy.

PowerSnap heterogeneous backups do not support bad block reallocation on AIX (LGTpa90996)
PowerSnap does not support bad block reallocation on the IBM AIX platform.

The bad block reallocation option must not be set to true by using the smit utility
when creating AIX logical volumes that later are used for homogeneous backups.

Since PowerSnap FLIB-based homogeneous backups discover the logical volume
map first, and then later split the underlying Symmetrix disks, there is a remote
chance that the map could become invalid due to bad block reallocation. This is
caused by the volume manager between the mapping and the split phases. The
bad block reallocation on AIX is not supported for homogeneous backups.

Homogeneous versions of the product do not have this limitation, nor do previous
heterogeneous versions (Solaris/HP/Windows), since their volume managers do
not support bad block reallocation.

Instant backup of multiple files or directories on a HFS fails with FSCK error (LGTpa93184)
An instant backup of multiple files or directories on a LVM managed HFS file
system fails with a FSCK failure. This occurs mostly during a first backup. Without
changing settings, perform the same savegroup backup again, it will be successful.

Notes:

◆ A backup of a file system performs correctly (suggestion: use /mount_point as
the save set).

◆ This has never occurred using VxFS.

Workaround:

Perform the failed backup again without changing settings.

A long time (about two minutes) required to start nsrpsd on HPUX IA-64 (LGTpa93654)
It requires approximately two minutes to start the PowerSnap services (nsrpsd) on
the HP-UX IA-64 platform. Other platforms require only a few seconds.

The HP-UX IA-64 operating system default installation contains
MC/ServiceGuard cluster binaries. However, by default, the MC/ServiceGuard
cluster software is not configured and used. When nsrpsd starts, it runs
/usr/sbin/cmviewcl (/usr/sbin/cmviewcl -l package -n node lists all the
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configured cluster packages on a node). As there are no cluster packages
configured, the following services error message is issued:

Error: Permission denied to 127.0.0.1 cmviewcl: Cannot view the
cluster configuration. Either this node is not configured in a
cluster, or else there is some obstacle to viewing the
configuration. Check the syslog file for more information. For a
list of possible causes, see the MC/ServiceGuard manual for
cmviewcl.

This error delays system startup.

Workaround:

Rename the /usr/sbin/cmviewcl file. This will speed up the process if HP
ServiceGuard is not configured.

With Microsoft Windows 2000, writing index to the server hangs or takes longer than expected
(LGTpa93830)

When using PowerSnap with a NetWorker application module and Microsoft
Windows 2000, writing an index to the server takes a longer time than expected
when the server and the client are on the same machine. This is not so with normal
file system backups. Also, when the NetWorker server is moved to a different
machine, so that the client, data mover, and server are on three different hosts, the
index is written immediately.

Workaround:

Configure system on three different hosts.

Applying retention is taking too long (LGTpa95222)
Backups are slow due to the application of the retention time section of the
PowerSnap backup through the NetWorker Management Console (NMC). This is
due to the continued storage of many old snapshots that do not have a BCV
associated with them. For the cause of this defect, see NetWorker version 7.3 issue
LGTpa89000.

Workaround:

Relabel the volume with the command nsrmm -f device name -R -L.

Steps from LGTpa89000, are as follows:

The fix only affects libui.dll, which needs to be placed in
GST_INSTALL_PATH\bin, where GST_INSTALL_PATH is the install location of
NMC on the NMC server.

A tmp directory must be created manually on the NMC server within
GST_INSTALL_PATH.

BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE should be tightly coupled with save set (LGTpa96480)
The BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE save set is generated with PowerSnap backups for the
CLARiiON storage arrays, and it is required to perform file-by-file restores. This
save set is otherwise undocumented, as it is not to be changed or modified.

The BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE save set is not tightly coupled with the corresponding
data save sets. If the matching BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE save set is deleted or the
retention period has expired, then a file-by-file restore fails.

Workaround:
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If a file-by-file restore has failed, perform a save set restore.

Recovery limitations This section describes PowerSnap recovery limitations.

Unable to browse and perform a file-by-file recover from a delayed rollover backup (LGTsc00307)
Unable to browse the original data and perform a file-by-file recover from a
delayed rollover backup. This occurred when the original data are modified or
removed from the backup file system before performing the delayed rollover
backup. This may be related to the save time for the real rollover save set. It is the
time when the snapshot was taken, but the save time for BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE is
the current time when the delayed rollover is performed.

Environment: PowerSnap homogeneous setup:

• App host: HPUX 11.23 (scip2d031)
• Data mover: HPUX 11.23 (devqa03)
• NetWorker: 7.4.x or 7.5.x
• PowerSnap: 2.5

Scenario:

1. Create a file system and place some data in the file system.

The following files and directories are in the file system:

# cd /ps23_vol01
# ls -al
total 193522
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 1024 Jan 3 14:42 .
drwxr-xr-x 43 root root 8192 Jan 3 14:40 ..
drwxr-xr-x 2 root sys 1024 Sep 22 11:43 configchecker
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root sys 22 Sep 22 14:23 file1
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root sys 99072000 Sep 22 11:43 ps_23_hp11w.tar

2. Perform PowerSnap instant backup of the FS.

3. Remove all the data or some of the files/directories in the backup FS.

4. Perform a delayed rollover backup using nsrsnapadmin>b:

# mminfo -vot
volume client date time size ssid fl
lvl name
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:24:55 96 MB
3869003093 cb
full /ps23_vol01
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:24:57 812 B
3919333721 cbP
full /ps23_vol01
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:26:33 2 KB
3902556601 cr
full index:scip2d031.legato.com
devqa03.001 devqa03 01/03/07 16:26:34 153 KB 3885779386 cr
full bootstrap
devqa03.001 scip2d031.legato.com 01/03/07 16:43:43 2 KB
3852225907 cb
full BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE
#
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5. Browse and recover the data from the rollover save set using recover:

# recover -s devqa03 /ps23_vol01
recover: Current working directory is /ps23_vol01/
recover> ls -al
total 1
-rw-rw-rw- root 22 Sep 22 14:23 file1

Note: The removed files are not showing and browsing the delayed rollover backup using
the recover command line or the nwrecover GUI is not an option.

Example:

stream# recover -c sc1 -s scip2b059 /global/ps24tdg1/concatvol

The current working directory is /global/ps24tdg1/concatvol/.

recover> ls -al
recover> version

Versions of `/global/ps24tdg1/concatvol/':

1 drwxr-xr-x root root 512 Nov 16 09:46 concatvol/
save time: Fri 16 Nov 2007 09:47:13 AM PST
location: scip2b059.legato.com.001 at /space/nasfile

1 drwxr-xr-x root root 512 Sep 24 14:53 concatvol/
save time: Wed 14 Nov 2007 03:15:05 PM PST
location: scip2b059.legato.com.001 at /space/nasfile

recover> changetime Wed 14 Nov 2007 03:15:05 PM PST
6497:recover: time changed to Wed 14 Nov 2007 03:15:05 PM PST
recover> ls –al
total 9
drwxrwxrwx root 1024 Sep 24 14:53 ._
drwx------ root 8192 Sep 24 13:42 lost+found
recover>

Workaround:

Change the browse/save time with the following commands:

◆ version
◆ changetime\

“Unknown error” from nsrsnap_recover on fail of FLIR recovery (LGTsc08969)
This is an example of an unfriendly PowerSnap error in the log files that is not
being propagated to the PowerSnap user interface.

The nsrsnap_recover command fails, then produces an “Unknown error.” In this
instance, it was a simple matter of a user being in the file system that was intended
to be restored and it could not be unmounted. The brc log listed a “Cannot
umount” problem, but this message did not get to the user interface.

Another example of an unfriendly error message is a typo in the name of the
directory or filename to be restored. Instead of an error, such as, “directory/file not
found,” the error says “Unknown error.”

AIX FLIR recover fails if file system name is a subset of another file system name (LGTsc12155)
When two or more file systems, for example, stripefs and stripefs2, are on different
volume groups, a FLIR or FLIR that uses a mirror of stripefs attempts
unsuccessfully to access stripefs2. The file system name stripefs is a subset of the
file system name stripefs2. This combination will not work on the AIX platform.

Workaround:
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Do not use two or more file systems named as an appended name of the other on
different volume groups, for example, dd1 and dd11.

Restore of a datafile for multiple file systems is inoperative (LGTsc20441)
A restore of a datafile from a NetWorker Application Module for multiple file
systems in inoperative. From the backup of a tablespace with the datafile on
multiple file systems, the restore to a new location on one file system fails.

Workaround:

There is no workaround.

NetWorker Management Console (NMC) displays a media emergency error, but a FLIR-type restore is
successful (LGTsc20486)

When making a FLIR-type restore to a client with thousands files backed up to a
file type device, NMC issues a media emergency error. A media emergency
indicates that an device has become deactivated during a recovery operation.
However, the restore is successful.

Workaround:

A workaround is not necessary. Simply, do not abort the restore process.

Alternate links for a volume group are not visible after a rollback (LGTpa63176)
Following a rollback of an LVM volume, the physical volume links (alternate links)
for all disks in the volume group are no longer visible. PowerSnap does not
automatically recover the physical volume links after a rollback of an LVM
volume.

Workaround:

Recover the links by performing the following steps:

1. Remove the lvmtab file.

2. Enter the vgscan -a command to rebuild the lvmtab file.

3. Perform the following to synchronize the information on the disk:

a. Enter the vgchange -a y command.

b. Enter the lvlnboot -R command.

Index entries for a rollover save set are not purged with nsrmm (LGTpa64562)
When purging index save set entries to increase available disk space in the client
file index database, be aware of the following situation. When both the snap set
and the rollover save set—the save set that is backed up to tape from a
snapshot—are present in the client file index and media database, the index entries
for the snap set must not be purged prior to purging the index entries for a rollover
save set by using the nsrmm –d –P command.

Note: The file index entries for a rollover save set are not purged with the nsrmm -d -P
command when the index entries for the associated snap set are not present.

Workaround:

Use the nsrmm –d –P command on volumes that contain the save set prior to
using the same command on volumes that contain the corresponding snap set.
This allows indexes to be purged for save sets on a given volume from the index
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database. Furthermore, running the same command on the rollover snap set
purges entries for the snap set as well.

If the snap set has expired and is no longer in the client file index and media
database, running nsrmm –d –P on a volume that contains the rollover save set
purges the index entries.

Later, to enable file-by-file recovery for these save sets, the scanner program (used
to import data that has passed its browse and retention time) can be used to get the
index entries back into the client file index and media database.

No rollback after failover to other nodes with Microsoft MSCS (LGTpa68937)
In the Microsoft Windows 2000 server MSCS setup, following a backup to a virtual
host, after a failover to other nodes, the disk is taken offline from the cluster group,
then a rollback is performed, which fails with a safety check failure. When a forced
rollback is performed, the rollback fails with object (source disk) not found.

Workaround:

To perform a rollback operation, verify that the disk is offline and owned by the
original node.

Snap set not removed following rollback with Microsoft MSCS (LGTpa68945)
In the Microsoft Windows 2000 server MSCS setup and after a successful rollback,
the snap set is not removed from the NetWorker media database. The nsrsnapck
program, the NetWorker snap set validation and deletion utility, will also not work
in this situation.

Workaround:

Manually delete the invalid snap set by using the nsrsnapadmin -d -S ssid.

When disk is online, rollback should exit with a proper error (LGTpa68948)
When the disk is online in an MSCS cluster environment, if a rollback is
performed, the rollback will occur and fail with a core dump. The expected
outcome is that PowerSnap exists gracefully with a proper error message and the
rollback should not take place.

This defect will be seen in the following workflow:

◆ Perform a backup on the virtual host.

◆ Keep the disk online in cluster group.

◆ Perform a rollback.

The rollback will fail with a resulting core dump.

FLIR-type recovery needs proper error message if restore fails STDs not visible (LGTpa77328)
A proper error message is needed in the logs if a FLIR-type recovery fails because
the STD is not visible on the data mover. Currently the error message is as follows:

ERROR BrcRecovOp.cpp 1658: Snapshot service returned an error status
while importing the snapshot LOG BrcRecovOp.cpp 1189: Failed to
get the status of prepare operation
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This problem is similar to PowerSnap 2.0.1 behavior. The same scenario will
happen if the BCV is not visible to the data mover in version 2.0.1. The problem is
two fold:

◆ Error propagation from the data mover to the application host, that a device is
not visible, which will require design changes

◆ To differentiate the failure, when a device is not visible from other errors that
might happen during snap operations

Recovered hard link is not identical to original (LGTpa77506)
A FLIR recovered hard link differs from the original, causing a core file to be
produced in the process. The recovery is reported as successful. A hard link is one
of several directory entries that refer to the same UNIX file. To discover a hard link,
perform a long listing of the directory; a link count of 2 rather than 1 indicates a
hard link. To determine what is linked, use the -i option to the ls command.

Workaround:

Perform a conventional recovery to recover the hard links.

With FLIR-type recovery an better message is required when a destination has a small space
(LGTpa77740)

A more elaborate error message is provided if, during a conventional restore, the
destination directory does not have enough space.

With FLIR-type recovery, should abort if incorrect server is mentioned (LGTpa78078)
Recovery from FLIB or homogeneous-type backup operation does not time out if
the server name specified with the -s option is incorrect. A proper error message
should be displayed if an incorrect server name is specified.

To observe this behavior:

1. Perform a FLIB-type or a homogeneous backup.

2. Get the save time for the backed-up save set.

3. Use the following command to perform the recovery:

nsrsnap_recover -t 1119609224 -D 9 /newdg/dir4

There is no server name mentioned, so the localhost, which is not a NetWorker
server, is assumed as server.

4. Verify that the recovery is attempted, even though the server name specified is
not the server to which the backup may have been attempted.

5. From brc logs it should be observed that the recovery is still being tried from
different ports:

Calling clnttcp_create function 06/24/05 05:45:58 nsrpsd: socket
binded to port 20447 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: lg_fstat():
Calling native fstat(). 06/24/05 05:46:03 nsrpsd: Calling
clnttcp_create function

Workaround:

Manually kill the recovery session.
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Forced rollback VERITAS VxVM volume which was unmounted non-target (LGTpa80019)
A PowerSnap rollback must contain a safety check for detecting files outside the
targeted recovery. These include:

◆ Designated recovery paths

◆ Disk volumes

◆ Designated slices

In the case of VERITAS Volume Manager (VxVM), volume safety check protection
includes all active logical volumes in disk group that contain any designated target
file or volume. But, if the application host has a VxVM logical volume that
contains a file system that is not mounted and not open, and a rollback is forced
that would otherwise fail because of this volume, the rollback occurs, with the
volume being mounted as a part of the execution.

Workaround:

After doing a PowerSnap forced rollback, it is a preferred practice to check all
affected VxVM disk groups for their correct volume states. Run vxprint; for each
group that contained any volume you rolled back. Make sure:

◆ All appropriate volumes are active, especially those that were not named as
recover targets.

◆ Target file systems are mounted.

◆ Nontarget file systems are in the same mount or unmount state they were
before the rollback.

If a nontarget file system is now mounted, unmount it if necessary.

PowerSnap 2.1 LAN recovery of non-empty directory: Cannot find save set error (LGTpa80142)
A LAN-based recovery of a FLIB-type backup of a non-empty directory results in
the following error:

Error setting up recover for the following files: Cannot find save
set in media database. Please cross check index to remove invalid
index entries.

Client file index entries are not being recovered (LGTpa80722)
FLIB-type backups can cause nsrck -L7 to fail. Standard NetWorker procedure for
client file index entries fails on clients on which snap set backups have been taken.
The standard NetWorker procedure for non-snapshot client file index entries is
successful.

When you run the nsrck -L7 command to generate the client file index entries, you
may experience an error message in the daemon.log resulting in a failure message.

Workaround:

To recover client file index entries for which snapshot backups have been taken:

1. Locate the NetWorker server’s bootstrap save set ID:

• At the command line, switch to the directory where the NetWorker binaries
and executables are located.

• From the most recent scheduled traditional or FLIB-type backup snapshots,
use the scanner -B device command to determine the save set ID of the
most recent bootstrap on the media.
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2. Use the mmrecov command to recover the NetWorker server’s media database
and resource database.

3. Use the mminfo -v command to list all recovered save sets.

4. Use the scanner -i device -S save set to restore the client file index entries for the
most recent save set.

5. Run the nsrinfo command to view the entries.

Command nsrsnap_recover with -I option on Microsoft Windows (LGTpa80819)
While the -I option of nsrsnap_recover works properly, if an improper path is
given, no file is recovered. The resulting message says, “Completed the restore of
invalid path.” The log file shows the correct message as “incorrect path,” while the
console shows file recovered.

FLIR of a symlink alone fails; FLIR of a directory containing a symlink is okay (LGTpa80907)
A FLIR of a symlink alone fails, but a FLIR of a directory containing a symlink
operates properly. There is no data loss in the case of failure. The precreation phase
of the recovery creates the link, but not the target. No overwriting of data occurs.

FLIR using a mirror: Error: No valid disk found containing disk group (LGTpa84486)
The error:

“vxvm:vxconfigd: ERROR: Disk group, Disk c5t1d28s2: Cannot
auto-import group: No valid disk found containing disk group”

is shown on the NetWorker Console for the FLIR using a mirror feature. The
recovery is successful.

Workaround:

As the recovery is successful, ignore this error message.

FLIR using a mirror: Need a clear error message when mirror device is not available (LGTpa84617)
If a FLIR using a mirror’s targeted mirror (VDEV) devices are not available, or in
the wrong states, for example:

◆ Synchronized with another STD
◆ Not in the Devices group
◆ Locked
◆ Not listed in the snap pool file

Then the recovery fails with an “unknown error.”

These error messages are printed in the brc log file. The same error messages need
to be printed to the terminal when the targeted mirror devices are not available to
use the FLIR using a mirror feature.

FLIR/FLIR using a mirror: CONNDIR_SAVE (LGTpa84700)
With a multi-save-set backup with one save set that includes the other preceding
it, the FLIR/FLIR using a mirror fails.

At restore time, when translating from the CONNDIR save time into the save set
time, it is translated to the all-inclusive save set.
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Workaround:

At backup time, remove the second save set and let the first all-inclusive save set
be backed up. If it is too late to do this, then use NetWorker restore.

FLIR with a mirror directed recovery failed due to pathname specified using a different case
(LGTpa87064)

A FLIR with a mirror directed recovery to a different file system fails if the
destination directory path is specified in a different case from its actual name
(case).

The same case for the destination directory must be used even on Microsoft
Windows.

Workaround:

Use the same case as that of the destination directory.

Conventional recovery from an empty incremental FLIB-type backup fails (LGTpa87225)
When performing a conventional recovery using nsrsnap_recover made with an
incremental FLIB-type backup, the recovery fails. The error message is benign and
there is nothing to recover as the backup was empty.

Extra message is printed in NetWorker GUIs (LGTpa87968)
An extra message is printed in NetWorker Management Console (7.3.x) during a
FLIR with a mirror-type recovery by using a Microsoft Windows host. The
message reads, “Snapshot Requested/Completed.”

On Solaris conventional recovery to different location fails if file system contains the same directory
name (LGTpa88840)

A conventional directed recovery to another location using nsrsnap_recover fails
on Solaris if the backup file system data contains a directory of the same name as
one in the target file system.

Workaround:

Use FLIR-type recovery, FLIR using a mirror, or a non-PowerSnap NetWorker
recovery.

Microsoft Windows in-place recovery (FLIR) fails when device was 100% full (LGTpa88975)
A Microsoft Windows in-place recovery (FLIR) of an already full file system fails
due to disk space reasons according to the trace log.

Workaround:

Perform directed recovery to a larger file system.

NetWorker-related
limitations

This section describes limitations found when PowerSnap is used with NetWorker.

Snap set is not removed by applying retention policy in MC/ServiceGuard cluster setup (LGTsc00450)
The NetWorker Retention policy is not working properly with the HP
MC/ServiceGuard cluster setup. After the retention policy is applied, the snapshot
is deleted according to the policy, but the NetWorker snap set is not purged from
the media database (mmdb) and client file index database. This is occurring even
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without a failover being involved. Therefore the user will see some invalided snap
sets accumulated.

Workaround:

Manually run nsrsnapck –c virtual client to clean up the invalid snap sets.

Run 1-1-all on a non-snapshotable object displays error on NetWorker Management Console
graphical user interface (LGTsc09530)

When running a NetWorker Module snapshot or backup of a non-snapshotable
object, with a snapshot policy of 1-1-all, the NetWorker Management Console
incorrectly reports that the operation has failed, even though the backup was
successful, as seen in the mminfo output. The backup is recoverable.

When running a snapshot policy of 1-0-all, the problem does not appear.

Note: When running a file system backup of a non-snapshotable object, it fails outright,
because the file system backup does not fallback to a regular save.

Workaround:

There is no workaround.

NetWorker client file index is not purged when save set is removed (LGTpa76890)
The PowerSnap client file index is not purged when its corresponding PowerSnap
save set (cover set) is removed.

Note: A cover set is a special media database (mmdb) save set, which has extended
attributes pointing to all snapshot or rollover save sets.

This problem is only observed by performing a PowerSnap backup with a
NetWorker release 7.2 server on a Solaris host. It is not observed by performing a
PowerSnap backup with a NetWorker release 7.2 server on an HP-UX host.

Save set attribute of Client resource is case-sensitive (LGTpa85561)
The save set attribute (field) of the Client resource is case-sensitive on Microsoft
Windows Server 2003 computers.

Workaround:

Type save set with consistent capitalization is save set attribute of Client resource.

NetWorker server restarts can cause nsrpd nsr_resdb_query_count failures (LGTpa96227)
If nsrsnapck -s server -c client -y (cross client or consistency check) is issued in close
conjunction to a restart of the services on the NetWorker server, this may result in
failures within nsrpsd. The failure on the send call likely due to latency on the
NetWorker server between the restart of the NetWorker services and the nsr_resdb
dispatcher being ready for services.

This can result in mmdb records not being deleted by the retention policy.

Workaround:

Rerun nsrsnapck -s server -c client -y or wait for next run of savegroup.

SnapImage-related
limitations

This section describes SnapImage limitations for PowerSnap users.
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PowerSnap and SnapImage sync drivers on the same server (LGTpa45484)
Do not install the PowerSnap Module software and SnapImage Module software
on the same server. The sync drivers of the two products are incompatible and
cannot run in the same environment.

Technical notes
The following sections discuss important technical notes and tips for using the
PowerSnap Module software.

NetWorker modules and PowerSnap FLIB-type backups
If some of the datafiles in an Oracle database are stored on non-snapshot-capable
disks, a FLIB-type backup of that database is successful. However, in this case, a
brc trace file is generated.

Organize multiple save sets into one volume group for the savegrp command
Organize save sets that belong to the same volume group (a logical group that
contains a set of disks) in one Client resource.

This organization is recommended, because unlike traditional NetWorker
behavior, the savegrp command currently spawns only one nsrsnap_save
command for each file system backup, even though there are multiple save sets
specified in the Save Set attribute of the Client resource. When backing up multiple
save sets through the savegrp command, if one of the save sets fails after the
nsrsnap_save command is started, all save sets fail.

For example, if one of two save sets in the Client resource fails because there is not
enough BCV space available for the volume (but there is enough room for the
other volume), the backup fails for both save sets.

When backing up multiple save sets through savegrp, if all save sets are from the
same volume group, one snapshot is made for all save sets and the issue is
avoided.

Setting the TimeFinder-specific variable SYMM_ON_DELETE
In TimeFinder®-based operations in a manually managed environment,
SYMM_ON_DELETE=RELEASE_RESOURCE should be set. This is not the
default setting.

The setting of this variable is important for PowerSnap and TimeFinder-based
operations. With TimeFinder, an instant backup may fail if a target device is
included in the snap pool that is in a split state and not locked. This failure is due
to reaching the maximum number of BCVs that can be synchronized.

Once the backup fails, the BCV is left in a split state.
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Workaround:

Perform one of the following:

◆ Add a BCV that is synchronized with the STD in the snap pool file.

◆ For the advanced user, split a BCV that is synchronized with the STD but not in
the snap pool file, by entering the following command:

symmir –g device_groupname logical_devicename_of_std split bcv
dev Sym_devicename_of_BCV

In either case, there is no need to return the BCV to a synchronized state. The
BCV needs to be split.

The EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5
Installation Guide and the EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix
DMX Version 2.5 Administration Guide provide more information on the
SYMM_ON_DELETE information application variable.

Do not update the
powersnap.res file

During installation, the PowerSnap Module creates a powersnap.res file. Do not
modify this file without first contacting Technical Support. Modifying this file
could cause the NetWorker PowerSnap Module software to stop functioning
properly.

Increase snapshot intervals to ensure that save operations are completed
Snapshot creation must be spaced far enough apart that one save operation can
finish before the next one begins. If the interval between backups is too small, the
subsequent backup is skipped.

If the number of actual snapshots is less than the number of expected snapshots
after a 24-hour period, decrease the number of snapshots and increase the interval
time between backups to ensure that enough time is available to complete the save
operations.

A symcfg discover failure on AIX 5.2 fixed
A problem exists on AIX 5.2 platforms where TimeFinder symcfg discover fails
with this error message, “Invalid director port ID found.” This is a known issue
with Symmetrix and AIX 5.2 hosts that run TimeFinder SymmAPI version 5.2.

When using AIX 5.2, with the PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix, an upgrade to
TimeFinder SymmAPI 6.2.0 or later is required.

Note: SymmAPI version 6.0.0, 6.0.1, and 6.0.2 are not supported.

PowerSnap Module may not find volume GUID for snapshot volumes
For disk-based snapshots, the PowerSnap Module software may occasionally fail
to find the volume GUID for the snapshot volumes. This is an intermittent
Windows problem.

The volume GUID is a unique identifier that the Mount Point Manager (MPM)
subsystem of Windows assigns to each volume at the time of creation. The
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PowerSnap Module software queries the MPM to get the volume GUID, which is
necessary to successfully mount the file system.

If the PowerSnap Module software fails to locate the volume GUID, the following
error messages appear:

Internal Error in Monitor: Failed to start the import of drive. Reason
Failed to get Volume name: Reason: Failed to get the volume GUID
from MPM. Couldn't get the records for the volume guid in mpm
database Failed to get the volume GUID from Registry. Failed to
get the volume GUID from disk extents. All failed.

The specified drive is the physical drive name, plus the disk number of the
snapshot of the disk.

To correct this problem, reboot the NetWorker client.

Microsoft Windows-based host instant backup fails if all drive letters in use
If all drive letters are in use on a system, the snapshot volume cannot be mounted
and the instant backup fails.

To avoid this problem, free up one of the drive letters.

Documentation
Documentation related to the use of this product can be found at
http://Powerlink.EMC.com, including:

◆ EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5
Administration Guide

◆ EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5
Installation Guide

◆ EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5
Command Reference Guide

◆ NetWorker release 7.4.x and 7.5x. documentation sets:

• Administration guide
• Installation guide
• Release notes
• Command reference guide
• Disaster recovery guide

◆ NetWorker Management Console (NMC) online help

◆ EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide

The EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide on EMC
Powerlink® at http://Powerlink.EMC.com provides details on the operating
system releases that this PowerSnap Module supports with the server,
database, and NetWorker software releases.

Software media, organization, and files
This section is currently not applicable to this PowerSnap Module product.
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Installation
The EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5
Installation Guide provides detailed planning and installation instructions.

The EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5
Administration Guide provides instructions for configuring the system after
installation.

The software is obtainable from http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

Troubleshooting and getting help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows.

Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or
for information about EMC products, licensing, and service, go to the EMC
Powerlink website (registration required) at: http://Powerlink.EMC.com
Technical support — For technical support, go to EMC Customer Service on
Powerlink. To open a service request through Powerlink, you must have a valid
support agreement. Please contact your EMC sales representative for details about
obtaining a valid support agreement or to answer any questions about your
account.
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